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CSCE Foreign Ministers Issue Conclusions 

1.D2006144891 Hambure DPA in German 1125 GMT 
20 Jun 91 

[Text] Berlin (DPA)}—At the end of their two-day 

council meeting today the CSCE foreign ministers pub- 
lished a “summary of their conclusions” as a list of the 

results of their consultations. The text 1s as follows: 

1. The CSCE council held its first meeting in Berlin on 
19 and 20 June 

2. The ministers welcomed the Republic of Albania as a 
CSCE member-state after receipt of a letter from the 

foreign minister of the Republic of Albania, Mr 
Kapllani, to the acting chairman of the council, Mr. 
Genscher, the minister of foreign affairs. All CSCE 
obligations and responsibilities were accepted. (Appen- 

dix 1) 

3. The ministers conducted political consultations on the 
architecture of Europe and the strengthening of security 

in Europe: the consolidation of human rights, democ- 
racy, and the rule of law, the prospects of economic 

transition anu secial change mm Europe. and current 
questions and future work of the CSCE 

Within the framework of these consultations the minis- 

ters came to the following conclusions 

4. Once again they reaffirmed the significance of contin- 

uous political and economic change in the Jemocratic 

countries on their way to a market economy. They 
emphasized the necessity of continuing to support these 

countries in their efforts to consolidate democracy and 
transform their economies 

5. They reaffirmed that cooperation im the cconomy, 
science, technology. and the environment continue to 

remain an important pillar of the CSCE 

6. They agreed on consultation and cooperation in 

emergencies. (Appendix 2) 

7. They resolved that the communications network, to be 

set up in accordance with the stipulations in the Vienna 
CSBM (Confidence and Security Building Measures) 
document of 1990, 1s to be used primarily for all the 

communications planned within the framework of the 
emergency mechanism. The CSCE secretariat will be 
included in the communications network for this 

8. They approved the report from the meeting of experts 

of La Valletta on the peaceful regulation of conflicts and 
agreed, in accordance with the corresponding recom- 
mendations of the commission of semor officials, to 
designate the Center for the Prevention of Conflicts an 
appointed institution for the CSCE conflict settlement 
mechanism. (Appendix 3) 
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9. They welcomed the creation of the parliamentary 

assembly of the CSCE. (Appendix 4) 

10. They took note with satisfaction of the results of the 

Krakow symposium on the cultural legacy of the CSCE 
participant states 

11. They invited the United Nations Center for Human 

Rights to make a contribution to the Geneva experts 
mecting on national minoritics 

12. They invited the Council of Europe to make a 
contribution to the Moscow mecting of the conference 
on the human dimension 

13. They advocated the exchange of information and 
relevant documents between the CSCE and the mos 

important European and trans-Atlantic institutions such 

as the EC, the ECE (UN Economic Commission for 

Europe), NATO. and the WEU [Western Europcan 
Union]. The procedures for the CSCE’s participation in 

this exchange should be drafted at the neat session of the 
Commission of Sensor Officials and examined six 

months later 

14. They requested that the Commission of Senior 

Officials, taking into account the debate conducted at 
this first council meeting. prepare recommendations for 

the future development of the CSCE institutions and 

structures for the next counci) mecting. The consultative 
committee of the conflict prevention center will con- 
tribute im those recommended areas to strengthen the 

role of the conflict prevention center 

1S. They looked forward with capectation to a series of 

informal talks and consultations on new negotiations 
concerning disarmament and confidence and security 
building. which are open to all CSCE participant states 

In this connection, they commissioned their representa- 

tives on Vienna, as a rule their representatives to the 

consultation commitice of the Center for the Prevention 
of Conflicts, to begin informal preparatory talks im 

September aimed at estabishing new negotiations, open 
to all participant states, on disarmament and confidence 

and security building after the end of the neat Helsink: 
follow-up mecting in 1992, as laid down in the Paris 
Charter. They decided to begin formal preparatory nego- 

tuations for the new forum at the Helsinki follow-up 

mecting 

16. They welcomed the fact that a further seminar on 
military doctrines wall be held within the framework of 
the Center for the Prevention of Conflicts from 8-10 

October 1991 in Vienna, as well as the possibility of 

holding further seminars to be agreed upon by the 
participant states 

17. In view of the recent events om the Gulf region, the 

ministers consider it necessary to halt the spread of 

weapons of mass destruction and to exercise more 

restraint and ensure greater transparency with regard to 

the movement of conventional weapons and weapons 

technology. especially to areas of tension. The CSCT 
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Dienstbier Meets Bessmertnykh 
j pj vie 4 SY) 

7 ‘ rT. ; 5 tude 

| Passage omitted] Our countrys chief of 

lors Doensttver, met with his Soviet cou i¢T- 

eksandr Bessmerinvkh He informed Bessmert- 

nskh of our wish that Mikhail Gorhaches should als 

attend the meeting of the Warsaw Pact Politecal Consu 

lative © Ormmultee if Praguc al the beginning ft July 

i + ais) Gi ussed some & lar unciar©il ed Mmsucs IM the 

Grafting of a new ( zechosiovak-Sovict treaty. [passage 
vw tt, _ 

7 

. ’ 

(Cypriot Leade’  ‘ecets Baker 
\/ Ji D. 2 7 \ ud { j sreusac asrinng 

/ ror, , Rag Ver re fy ‘ 4 (i, Wi 

7 PL J! 

en Mienester ¥ 

hog by ef thal ever 

s lakovou has capressed 

\ ted Mates docs not exert 

hirect pressure at t? sill at least try to persuadk 
Ine turarsn Crovert nnection with the ( iprus 

ng with LS. Secretary of 

lakovou sand: The US. sede 

tynwe thes COUrsM lak ‘OU 

ssuc. Speaking aficr 

State James Baker mn Ber 

assured us that it well con 

described the meeting. he d on the sedelines of the C SCE 

nierence as truly trendls 

H added Turks must 

Supply Cerlain answers al this stage and he also recog 

7OG vw need for an international conference. lakovou 

said that he mnformed his lS. counterpart of the EC's 

f est th nference and that the | nited 
States 1 not opposed to EC participation. alth ugh 

certain reservations, prompted by Turkey's views on th 

Baker acknowledged that the 

attend such a 

maticr. were capressed lakovou stressed Bush's and 

Baker s personal interest in the { ‘Prus ssuc and said 

this “was shown by the | S secretary of state 6 under 

standing of al) aspects and details of the pr bier 

lab u “li mec? with Soviet Forcien 5 | nister r 

Aleksandr Bessmertnvikh tomorrow 

lakovou Meets Bessmertaykh 

\i ’ v , “Yy] \ gt rr Ar igia rik 

i,VW/ 

leat) Cypreot Foren Minister Yeorvios lakovou met 

with hes Sovect counterpart. Aleksandr Bessmertnvikh. or 

Berlin this afternoon. He also denounced Turkey for 
lating the provisions of the Vienna convention on th 

information crichang i military 
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Addressing the final meet ne ft the CSCE lak OU 

stressed that Turkes 's noncor phance “ilh ihe conven 

bons provissons undermines the CSCE pr ss and 

spolates micrnatvonai law 

EC Retains Federal Goal Despite l kh Opposition 

10 2006184191 Paris ARP on Be hISisGMl 

ViJun 9 

[Teat] Brussels. Jun LusemPoureg pres = 

Wencs of the European Community (EC) said here 

Thursday that «t had retained the goa ! a Europear 

federation in a drafi treat, on Ef Poltical uUNDON. Cesprlk 

British oppositior mboure s ambassador to the Et 

loseph Weiland ne Graft treaty also Stated thal a 

singi¢c curr ms ang mon Getence mm os were cVeT 

tual Bimmis ¢ 1 o , ” . , 

All inree objectives were reyected by Britain at a meeting 
‘(Ec f¢ reign ministers al | usemboursg n NMlonday 

Pi Tluga and Denmart supporicd Britair I pposing 

reference to tederator as ur MMuniis $e ; 

British Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd sand London 
, | ° 7 

A wuld nmol sien up | ap 1a CUutTa ang said ? 

“wanted reve rences 1 a sing rre? : na rmmon 

detence poncrees rey vec from the draft 

But Mr. Wesland told imnaimsts that the Luaecmbourg 

document reflected the gominant trend n Z 

natron community, tab ne ' wh na t« rigina eco 

nome aims towards “more political dimenssons Hy 

sand the draft also contained a ius Maing ii iy that 

any COUNTITICS Wishing t unt? mmunits would have 

! sigr nm to th f vA / | ‘ r 74 } mmyon 

dctence Prove na and a sing j r | nese were 

approved 

The draft document 1s to be discussed al a meet ng o7 

foreign ministers on Sunday ahead of an Ee adership 

summit on Friday and Saturday neat weed 

The EC 1s capected to complcte sear-long negotiations 
on twin pr ts for politecal unron. and nomi and 

rT netar ur r ry ti nd | if if inde he 

sia-month Dutch preside Bi mmunity—whoch 

Slaris on July 

EC Reaches Accord lo Break Rail Monopolies 

iC OJOGUR LAY) Paris Ai mn he AL (oi 
! Jun @ 

[Teat) Luxembourg. June 21 (AFP —European € ommu 
nity ifar so ri ministers Aa agt __— hreak railway, 

rrr poncs in ZZ member mires. a run ~ 

the bur pean ( ommissior sand here Freda i po . 

agree meni Tra } 1} irsda\ s ’ ; 7Y bur mear 

nalonal fa mpar ‘1 nk up and enab 7, ral 

mpar of of mit ' is if Ta neiw - f 

another th woul Ned Gg ir at ‘yr par 4 ™ ra? ng 

rry Prime d lransp ri wr 

+ at ! hay newPpotiat | s “ss ts } ra ‘ 
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The agreement should be formally embodied in an EC 
directive al a future meeting. the source sar 

Dutch, UK Foreign Ministers on Forces in Iraq 

LDI806164°91 Hilversum Radtw Netherlands 

n Frelish 1320GMT 18 Jun 9! 

| Text] Dutch Foren Minister Hans Van den Brock says 

both the Netherlands and Great Britain agree that 

Western troops should stay mm northern Irag. He made 

the announcement ai the end of talks with hes British 

counterpart. Douglas Hurd. The two foreign muonrsters 
met in Luxembourg duriny a mecting of the EC Counci! 
of Monsters 

4 500-strong UN police contingent was duc to take over 

from the Western troops, but so far only 70 have arrived 
in northern Irag. The Netherlands believes the troops 

should stay om northern Irag to protect the Kurds until 

the special UN police force ss fully deploved. Presently 

some 400 Dutch marines are still mm the area 

Spain Joins Franco-Italian Missile Project 

11 2006161091 Paris AFP in Enelish 1848 GMI 
“i Jun 91 

{Teat] Pares. June 20 (AF P)}—Spain has officially pooned 

France and Italy on the Eurosam group to produce a new 

ecncration of anti-missile missiles to be pul into opera- 

thon om 1997-1998. « was announced at the Paris Le 
Bourget aur show on Thursday 

The general agreement, signed by the defence ministers 
from the three countnes, lays down the terms under 

which Spain will participate mn the FSAF programme for 

future anti-air missile systems. A separate agreement on 
the technical and financial contributvon of cach country 

will be made soon 

The Spanish Inisecl company should contribute 1.5 bul 

hon French francs (about 250 milhon dollars) to the 

programme costing 10 billon francs (1.6 billhon dollars) 

developed by Acrospatiale and Thomson CSF for France 

and Alema tor Italy 

he range of messes, called Aster hy Acrospatiak 

whech os leadeng the programme, 1s intended to provide 

a capatility to mtercept more agile missiles than the 

outdated Sovect Scud missiles destroved by Patriot 
missiles during the Crulf war 

turope, Japan Agree on Access to Satellite Data 

1 OVNI6 10480971 Paris ARP in Enelish O928 OMI 

VY) Jun 9! 

[Text] Le Bourget. France, June 20 (AFP)—The pres 
dents of the European and Japanese space agencies 

signed an agreement here Thursday allowing jornt access 

to information gathered by thes observation satcilites 

European Space Agency [ESA] officials sand the agree 
ment introduced the principle of receprocity mm access to 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS ‘ 

saiciiste-gathered information and allowed both sdes 
direct access to data from the other's satcline through 

ESA and Japanese space agency ground stations 

The agreement mvolves the European ERS-1! satellite to 

be law sched at the end of July and the Japanese J-ERS-1! 

satclinec, scheduled to ‘ve launched om carly 1992. Jean- 

Marve Luton of the ESA and Masato Yamano of the 
Japancse agency signed the agreement 

Finland's hoivisto Meets Lubbers, Mitterrand 

1D19061 21791 lielunks Suomen Vilersrdio Network 

m Finnsh 1600GMUT IS Jun 9] 

[ Teat] The integration of Europe and the Sovict situation 

dominated talks between Presige at Mauno Korvisto and 

Dutch Prme Minister Ruud Lubbers om The Hague 
today. Mecteng at the fifth anniversary celebrations of 

Eurcka, Kornrsto and Lubbers both strongly urged im 
ther talks the quick completion of the EES [European 

Economic Space] comsultations 

In addition to meetong Lubbers, Presedent Korvrsto took 

advantage of his vist to the Netherlands by having 

face-to-face talks with French Pressdent Francorn Mitter- 

rand and Foren Minister Roland Dumas on a couple of 

occasions. No details of the content of them talks were 

made public 

* Japanese Auto Makers’ EC Strategy Analyzed 

VICE O0O93 1 Duesseldort HANDELSBL ATT im German 

13 Way Vi p ov 

|Artecle by Marten Eggloft “Even the ‘Fortress of 

Europe Can No Longer Delay the Invasson From the 
Far tas] 

[Teat! The 1990's on Western Europe well bring stagna- 

thon oF mm part substantial cuthacks om the market shares 

of the traditional European automotmle manutacturers 

In contrast, the share of the Japanese will have nearly 

doubled from 9.9 percent m 1980 to 18.3 percent m 

2000, Of course, losses by the Europeans well certainly be 
oftset by new or intensified access to markets, mainly im 

the East European countries and im some emerging 

countries where the motorization process 1s slowly gect- 

tong started. This 1s presented in a study whoech has just 

now been compiled by the mternatronally active con- 

sulteng firm Marketing Systems in Essen 

The study analyres primarily how estableshong branches 

of Japanese industries on Europe and North America will 

impact the development of production and sales for 

European automotmle manufacturers. According to the 
studecs done by Marketing Systems. the demand for 

automotics i Western Europe will mecrease from 13.2 
mullron vehicles mm 1990 to 14.3 milhon om 2000. The 

share of vehicles from Japan will increase om thes period 

from 11.5 percent to about 18 percent. Cin the one hand 

thes Comes as a result of opening up markets m France 
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thes 6 COM whoch has a $8-peroent share om Isuzu and. m 

198”. estabieshed the IBC Vehectes. Lid poent venture m 

(sreat Bretaen 

Mavsda 

Together with Ford Europe, Mazda «s planning to pro 

duce the ncw 626 on Europe, corcumstances permitting in 

East Berien. Production « to be started m 199). and 

capac, supposed to reach 120.000 automotules 

Nhutsaies ts 

The autermotule sutsidiary of the Japanese multinational 
's% planning ’ 

Neth tlands with a Capacity of ‘HH PS. schocies per 

proxduce ihe ¢ off mode! with Volvo rm the 

car 

Nissan 

Since 1986 the second-largest Japanese automotilc man 
wlacturer has beer operating a factory m Cereal Britain 

Sunderland) and the Auwster-type vehecies (Bluebird) 

“athech are Senlt there have sence 1YRE heen counted as 

produced mm Brita. In 199! productron capacity for th 

new Promerea «6 to be epcreased to 110.008) wehoctes 

Mix a4 

vehoecics 

Startymg om 1992. when the production of the 

SUCC CMM Pegirrs Capacit wil nee to SOLON) 

Proaductron of th 

iI99) trom 20.00) ies SOU 

Patrol om Span rs to be mcreased by 
Voreover automohiles 

another cross-cownt? mutomohik whech was pornti 

chk vi hoped “wit? iz ra 5 1 hx Pagilt t rx rT 

Subaru 

it not certann whether Sehaeru well commenc: produc 
. 

| nical muring arf b rance Lary a m iy 

Suswhi 

( urrentiy thes company « producing S)-series vechocles 

and the Vitara om Spain 

West European demand tor these models from produc 

thon mm Spann. Moreover, Suzwk: well be the first Japanes 

manutacturcr to build an automotule factory m Eastern 

Europe. Production 1s supposed to begin mn Hungary im 

199°. The wwtral capacity will be 15.009 automobiles per 
year. Some “0.000 vehoctes are to be produced over the 

The plan calls for meecteng all 

medium term 

ioveta 

As the thord Japanese automotile enterprise om Crreat 
Britain. the largest Japanese manufacturer will build a 

lartory which ms to begin production of the ( arma 

imode!|] im 1992. specifically with an end capacity of 

Tovota the Metsu: firm 

Turkish Sahanc: Ciroup are planning a jornt 

“00000 automobiles per vear 

and the 

venture m Turkey om order to build ( orollas. ( oronas 

and ( rewedas at Hendck. End capacity 1 to be about 
100 O00 automotuies per vear 

Based on the capansive production plans of the three 

Nissan large Japanese manufacturers. namely Honda 
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and Tovota m the Unrtecd Kingdom (sreat Britam ss 

characterized as the “Japancse aircraft carrer” om the 

fortress of Europe. In thes respect. the Brotesh were the 
fist to understand thal 1 +s beticr to Copperatc with the 

competitors from the Far East than to bleed to death 

financially om lengthy competitive battles. truc to th 

motto: “If you can't beat them. yorn them 

The mutial antepathy toward competition from the Far 

East has developed in several EC countries mito gory 

after Japanese invesiments wheck are to be made. No 

one berg stingy with attractive offers together with 

lak mmCcentives Or support mm order to win the Japanese for 

ther own country. Thus. pots are berng created and 

additional wage carnongs amd tax revenues are Perng 
targeted which will make the slumping cconomn situa 

hon mm many countries mn Europe more bearable. Never 

theless, people shoula be aware of the danger which 1s 

caused by an uncontrolicd build-up of cxcess Capacities 

mm automotle manufacturing. 'n the United States im 
particular thes development resulted m tactory closings 

with massive umpending layotls among the Big Three of 
the tS. awtomotmle mdustry: Creneral Motors. Ford 

and Chrysier 

Japanese Market Shares in Western Europe (in percent) 
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“Ae He cried Sowers Marteting Sy sterms 

\ pornt consensus between the mpdividual EC countrees 

the European automotle manufacturers, and also th 

lapancse government and the manufacturers from Japan 
oncerning uniform treatment of Japanese automotuik 

imports nto the EC appears to be slowly takong sham 

After the nateronal restrictrons (quotas) are abolished at 

the beginning of 199% by the creatoon of the | vropean 

{ ommon Market the new regulatron will pro's nie tor a 



wii-ycar transition period up to the end of 1995 proor to 

gcttong md of the uniform EC quota whech will remar mm 

effect up to thal pom 

During the transition period the foreign vehicles pro- 

duced abroad are to cownt 4s part of the Japanese market 

shares. Foreign automomics produced abroad and 

imported automotiiles of Janancse origin as 2 group are 

not supposed to exceed a 15-percent lim However 

because of the increasing share of European components 
(local content) m the Japanese vehocies produced m 

Europe, amounting mm part to 80 percent. thes will be 
difficult to mmpk ment 

Even the newly established umbreila organization of 

European manufacturers (Acca) has advocated gradual 

opening of the market by the vear 2000. In particular 
however, suttahle volumes of sumports for the markets 

which currently are protected by regulations on avotas 

and quantitees would have to be wentified Continucd 

monitorng of caports by the Japancse Ministry for 

Economics—MITI | Moenrstry of International Trade and 

Industry }—for Japanese automobile cxapcrts could pro- 
vide a solutvon. The moniorimg system can keep clox 

track of a gradual mwncrease in Japanese automobile 

imports on the ondivedual European countries 

Further opening of the Common Market will bring about 

a change 1 Competitive structures, especially in those 

corotnes which until now have been protected by 

nawonal importation restrictions on Japanese vehicles 

Fiat's monopoly-like position om italy would be under 

considerable pressure. the Scat company on Spain, which 

1s becoming mcreasingly dynamuec and 1s part of the VW 
group would come imto direct competition with the 

Japanese subcompacts and mid-size automobiles and 

finally, mm France the three natronal manufacturers 
Citroen, Peugeot and Renault, would have to be anxious 

about thei cxarsting market shares. These manufacturers 

at long last have very strong representation im the other 

protected markets so that they will be hit twice as hard 

But all other European mass producers will also have to 

feel the pinch m varying degrees 

The situation for luxury German models assessed 

somewhat more favorably im the market research from 

Marketing Systems. The Germans contrnuc to set global 

standards for peak technical performance and acsthetx 

dessgn mm the lusury-<class automotule “Made mm Cer- 

many will continue as a solid sales argument. Since the 

demaid volume worldwide m thers class will increase 

dysproportionately, the Japancse will also get a tig piece 

of the pic 
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Automobile Production in V estern ft arope 
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sowrce Marketing Sy sterms 

Because of the cconomec and political opening of the 
East European countries the West European automobile 
industry seems to be concentrateng its primary attention 

more on chance ecxplortation of these markets than on 

lomuiteng the risk which the increasing development of the 

Japanese vehicle produced abroad 1s causing in Furope 

and North America. It could turn out to be edie and futile 
calculation if the Japanese automobile industry + 
impetus to capand 1s underestimated and our very own 

markets are neglected on the “flight to the cast.” Over the 
medium term there will be nothing cise left for the 

European automobile industry than to confront the open 

competition and te strive toward mmproving its compet 

iiveness 

The Japanese automotile manufacturer's “lean produc 

tion” system will become the future standard of any 

wndusirral manufacturing mm order to guaranice even in 

the future a high level of performance based on fMerible 
orgamzation of production. The goal 1s to avon any 
unnecessary use of labor and resources 

4 study done by the Massachusetts Insinute of Tech 

nology (MIT) on the management and production prac 
tices of the Japanese automobile conglomerates in the 
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* Constitutional Mionopoly Seen as Hindering U nity 

YIENOS42B Montreal LA PRESSE in French 25 Apr 91 
p B2 

{Commentary by Marcel Adam: “Canada’s Misfortune 
Is Prime Ministers’ Constitutional Monopoly™] 

[Text] It 1s not without good reason that people in 
English Canada are leaning more and more toward the 

ideas of a constituent assembly or some sort of conven- 
tion to resolve the constitutional crisis. 

On Thursday. | referred to the GLOBE & MAIL-CBC 
poll indicating that a majority of Canadians, in Quebec 

as well as the rest of the country, would like to divest the 
political leaders of their constitutional portfolio so as to 

assign to a group of citizens, specifically chosen for the 
purpose. the responsibility of determining what changes 

need to be made in the Constitution. 

Secing the lamentable state in which the political manip- 

ulations of the Constitution have left the country, a 

multitude of citizens have lost confidence in the ability 
of their elected officials to put out the fire that the 
officials themselves have sparked. 

The citizens are mght. 

Canada’s constitutional ills stem in large part, possibly 

even mainly, from the fact that the Constitution 1s the 
preserve of the provincial prime ministers alone, the role 

of the legislatures being confined to post-factum approval 
of the decisions made by the prime ministers on the sly, by 
way of negotiations that resemble the horse trading of yore, 
indeed the haggling of the rug vendors of Istanbul. 

I know of no federation in which the Constitution ts 
modified as it 1s here, by way of secret deals among the 
political leaders of the two orders of government 

To recall that the fundamental law of the land is first of all 
and above all the preserve of the people 1s to highlight the 
incongruity of a situation in which those who serve, that 1s 

to say, those who govern, decide for and among themselves 
how they will serve their employers, the peopl. 

For, what 1s a Constitutien, if not the description of the 
nature and limits of the powers and responsibilities that 

the people delegate to their governmental authorities for 
the purpose of watching over the interests of the people 

In other federations, a bill proposing an amendment 1s 
studied on its merits, in public debate, then submitted for 

approval, cither by the federal Parliament and/or the 
people through a referendum, or by a special convention or 

legislative procedures involving both orders of govern- 

ment. But | know of no case in which the political leaders 

of the constituent parties decide among themselves, as they 
do here, to change this or that in the Constitution 

To entrust to the politicians alone the responsibility for 

modifying the Constitution 1s to entrust to persons who 

see no further ahead than the next clection, and whose 

dominant, often obsessive, concern 1s to preserve their 
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power, the important task of modifying the fundamental 

law of the land from the standpoint of the higher and 
long-term interest of the nation, detrimental though this 

might be to their immediate political interests 

This 1s borne out cloquently by the ups and downs of the 
constitutional reform that was begun a quarter of a 
century ago. 

The architects of that ambitious project plunged the 

country into an endless public debate and a perpetual 

climate of tension stemming from intergovernmental con- 
frontations. The numerous constitutional negotiations, al 
tumes highly dramatized by strategies and even political 

blackmail, have twice degencrated into mayor crises, the 
current one of which 1s threatening to rupture the federa- 

lon. 

This most noble of undertakings, which 1s the modification 
of a country’s Constitution, has been discredited by a 

process that has been subjected to all the miquities and 

hazards of picayune politics. Fresh in the minds of all are 

the rounds of negotiation on repatriation [of powers], and 

particularly those on the Meech Agreement, in which the 
heads of the provincial governments, behaving as ordinary 
politicians, subjected the fundamental law of the land to 
the horrors of small-time politics: partisan rivalries. ciec- 
toral pruritus, lust of power, careerist ambition, etc 

That said, | do not blame the politicians. To do so would 

be to reproach them with behaving in accordance with 
their nature, or to argue that the survival instinct 1s a fault 

What I criticize 1s a system that entrusts them with a 
responsibility that 1s rightfully not theirs, for the reasons 

Stated above 

What I say 1s that were the politicians motivated by the 

best of intentions—and | believe that is generally the 
case—one cannot expect them to act in constitutional 

matters with greater vision and disinicrestcdness than in 

matiers of run-of-the-mill politics 

This responsibility calls for extraordinary civic virtues, 
of which eatremely few are capable im the ordinary run of 

political life, in which politicians generally cannot other 

than mingle the country’s interests with those of their 

party or even their own 

Another thing. Not only does the current process bring 

into question the politicians. It also introduces via the 

back door the governmental bureaucracies, whose appe- 

tite for power and the enormous influence they exert 

over the governing authorities are well known 

The dynamic toward centralization, which has long been 
up to its tricks at the federal level, 1s largely attributable 
to the powerful bureaucracy that Ottawa was the first 

government to spawn. It could also be argued that the 
provincial dynamic that has been manifesting iiself ever 
more forcefully for the past several decades 1s also 

attributable to the powerful bureaucracies with which 

the provinces have since vested themselves over the past 

several decades 
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The joint Beaudoin-Edward Parliamentary Commitice 

1s COMplcting its Countrywide consultations with the aim 
of proposing a new amendment formula, a formula with 

greater “allure.” as put by Senator Beaudoin, than the 
one held to be responsible for the failure of Meech and to 

be too rigid to facilitate the breaking of the current 
deadlock 

Since unanimity ts necessary to modify the amendment 

formula, many caperts see no possibility of changing 
other than by recourse to a national referendum 

In other words, by calling upon the sovereign people to 

bring the country out of the bog in which the politicians 

have mired ut by usurping a responsibility that was not 
theirs 

* BO Leader Sees European Community as Model 

YIENO637 4A Montreal LE DEVOIR in French 

IN May ¥1 pp Al, AS 

[Report on interview with Quebec Bloc leader Lucien 
Bouchard by Pierre O'Neill, place and date not given: 
“EEC Model Would Suit Quebec” ] 

[Text] A constitutional proposal from English-speaking 

Canada essentially based on the model of the European 

Economic Community could be acceptable to the 
Quebec Bloc [BQ] and Quebecers. 

In the course of the work of the Belanger-Campeau 
Commission, Lucien Bouchard examined the operation 

of EEC institutions at length He had enlightening dis- 

cussions on the subject with several Commission col- 

leagues. He questioned and listened to experts testifying 

before the commission, concluding in the end that the 
Structure could perhaps work for Canada. 

“A tederal proposal that would be confederal in nature. 
that would say there are two countries, let us make two 

sovereign nations, let us try to combine everything 

within the framework of a body whose powers would be 
delegated ty treaties, with a central parliament that 
would not be elected. | would be willing to look at such 

a scheme.” Bouchard told newspaper publisher Lise 

Bissonnette and Editor Bernard Descoteaux during an 
interview he granted the LE DEVOIR editorval staff this 
week 

The Quebec Bloc celebrates its first birthday glowing in 
the spotlight of polls that put it 14 points ahead of Jean 
Chretien’s Liberals in Quebecers’ voting intentions and 
leaving the NPD [New Democratic Party] and Bran 
Mulroney's Conservatives far behind. This causes Bou- 

chard to remark that if general clections were to be held 

next week, the Bloc would have some 60 deputies clected 
in Quebec 

However. the president and founder of the Bloc knows 

full well that the elections he wants will not come so 

quickly and could be preceded by a pan-Canadian refer- 

endum he dreads because, he says, the federals are 
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dangerous when cornered. He expects a referendum on a 
lure and imagines that the voting will be on a proposal 

aimed at satisfying English-speaking Canada, first of all, 
and then Quebec only partially. “There cannot be any 

offers serious enough for Quebecers to accept them. All 
they want 1s to get into education and usurp the prerog- 

atives of the government of Quebec. Ottawa has taken 

off in a kind of insane lunacy.” 

It would be a rferendum which the Bloc 1s preparing to 
fight with its last ounce of energy and which. in Bou- 
chard’s opinion, could set off a serious social crisis. “1 do 

not think Quebecers would take it. 11 would be a major 

crisis, like the crisis over the draft but worse. It would 

open up a major front in Quebec. It would mark the 

breakdown of all political legitimacy of the Federal 
Government of Quebec.” 

Is st not reasonable to think that Joe Clark's credibility 

and moral authority might rally Quebecers to a compro- 

mise, bringing this last attempt at national reconciliat:on 

to a successful conclusion? While recognizing that Clark 

is the most credible figure in the Conservative govern- 

ment. Bouchard observes with a certain irritation that 

ediorialists tend to exaggerate his conciliating abilities. 

For example. he points out that Clark's defeat by the 

Reform Party in Yellowhead 1s already a certainty. He 

recalls that the country’s new Conservative minister of 

constitutional affairs comes from the West to which he 
must deliver an clected Senate, while at the same time 

diluting Quebec's powers. “He 1s not all that popular in 

Quebec. He never comes here and I don’t think he 1s a 

better salesman than Mulroney.” 

Bouchard prefers not to believe in the possibility of a 

pan-Canadian referendum. The scenario he prefers 
places the stamp of revenge on the referendum defeat, 
another chance for Quebecers to have a say in their 

political and constitutional future. After all, the idea that 

the Quebec Liberal government might slip away does not 
seem likely to him. “It 1s not true that Bourassa will be 
able to postpone the October 1992 deadline. He 1s not 

capable of that. It 1s not possible politically. Unless he 

wants to fill the streets of Montreal, he cannot change 

this law and say he will not do ti on the pretext that he 

has a new-found fervor for English-speaking Canada, a 
new desire for reconciliation. It would be chaos and his 

government would fall.” 

This obsession with Quebec's sovereignty 1s the driving 
force behind Bouchard’s political career and the Bloc’s 

presence in Ottawa. “Il would not remain a minute longer 

in Ottawa if ut were not for the idea of achieving 

sovereignty and the fact that in the meantime, it takes 

people to defend nt in Ottawa. If Quebec decides it does 

not want sovereignty. then there will no longer be any 
reason to stay there. We are absolutely transitory.” 
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On Revision of Language Laws 

Y1EN0637B Montreal LE DEVOIR in French 
18 May 91 p AS 

{Report on interview with Quebec Bloc leader Lucien 
Bouchard by Pierre O'Neill; place and date not given: 
“Bouchard Favors Revision of Quebec's Language 
Laws” ] 

[Text] Lucien Bouchard, leader of Quebec's proindepen- 
dence forces on the federal scene, thinks Quebec could 
demonstrate more generosity toward its English- 
speaking minority and he favors a revision of Quebec's 
language laws. 

“We must keep the English speakers with us. | am 
convinced that we need them to achieve sovereignty,” 
the head of the Quebec Bloc said during an interview he 
granted to LE DEVOIR’s editorial staff this week. 

It 1s a concern that does not spring from any feeling of 
culpability, but rather, from an overriding need, first of 
all, to restore dialogue and, perhaps, correct certain 
injustices. Thus it is that Law 178 is repugnant to 
Bouchard, who finds it irreconcilable with the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms. In that sense, he does not under- 
stand how one can decently forbid posting in one lan- 
guage and allow it in another, or ban it outside and allow 

it inside a commercial establishment. 

In some respects, the remarks of the deputy from Lac- 
Saint-Jean may be surprising: “I recognize that Law 178 
iS a frightful affair. English speakers were deceived by 
the head of the government of Quebec, who made a 
commitment and then failed to keep his promise. | admit 
it was traumatic for Anglophones. | do not feel comfort- 
able with Law 178. Speaking for myself personally, | am 
not all that hot about preventing English from being 
used. I liked Law 101 better because at least it provided 
for exceptions. Inside, outside: What a lame compro- 
mise! We have to restore a balance.” 

The leader of the Bloc thinks there should also be a 
review of certain provisions governing the use of lan- 
guage at work, for example, the rule by virtue of which a 
business with at least 50 employees does not have to 
present any “Frenchification™ plan. 

Bouchard also hopes French-speaking Quebecers will 

change their attitude toward the use of English, that they 
will find means to speak it and speak it well. He further 
believes it is necessary to recognize the permanence of 
institutions of the English-speaking minority and do 
away with criteria such as the notion of a majority for the 
waiving of services. “I would never insult them by saying 
we gave them their institutions. They built them.” 

Bouchard is much harsher toward English speakers out- 
side of Quebec. He cannot forgive them for the secret 
nocturnal dealings that led to the unilateral repatriation 
of 1982. “I found it odious. Only the British of Canada 
could do such a thing. It was absolutely disgusting.” 
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Bouchard exhibits this aggressiveness while recalling 
that from the time of his appoimmtment as Canadian 
ambassador to Paris until his resignation from the gov- 

ernment. he was raked over the coals and unfairly 

treated by the English media. which depicted him as a 

diabolical separatist. “To please the English in Ottawa. 
one must not say a word and applaud the prime minister 

when he says he 1s going to invade the jurisdiction of 

education and crush it. You must see them as handsome 
and shrewd. They like French speakers to be losers.” 

Turning the page on this gloomy episode in his career. 
Bouchard looks to the future and sees that the Bloc’s 
deputies are in a choice spot in the Federal Parliament 
for maintaining the dialogue with the other solitary 
group. for causing English-speaking Canada to reflect 

and help ut abandon its old prejudices. For this reason 

he has accepted invitations from groups from the West 
and from Ontario will venture into enemy territory to 
explain and try to justify the path of prosovereignty 

Quebecers. 

Repeatedly accused by English-speaking Conservative 
deputies of betraying his friend Mulroney, the head of 
the Bloc replies with irritation: “1 did not betray him and 

lam not sorry. | changed because he changed.” 

Concluding the interview on a humorous note, Bouchard 

expresses the opinion that Robert Bourassa 1s not an 

indomitable federalist because he is indomitable in 
nothing. that he 1s now a federalist because he thinks that 

that 1s what one must be today, and that tomorrow he 
would be a prosovereigntist if Quebecers would force 

him into it! 

* Indian Opinion Divided on Quebec Sovereignty 

YIENOO354 Montreal LA PRESSE in French 

1” May Yl p A4 

[Article by Denis Labrecque: “First Nations Divided on 

Future of Quebec™] 

[Text] Konrad Siou, president of the Assembly of the 
First Nations of Quebec. was called to order by Indian 

chiefs who asked him not to take a position in their 

behalf on the constitutional issuc. 

“We simply told the representative of the Quebec 
Indians (Konrad Sioui) to follow the mandates that 
would be given to him and to go no further.” sand Max 
Gros Lours, chief of the Huron village 

The constitution was once again at the heart of discus- 
sions behine closed doors in Val d'Or yesterday that 

concluded the meeting of the Assembly of the First 

Nations. It pointed up splits that remain among Indians. 

who are to take an official stand on the matter at a 
special meeting to be held in the fall 

In the meantime, the organization's president has been 
asked to withhold comment. “I do not think the Indians 

of Quebec have taken any position on sovereignty oF 
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renewed federalism. That has not yet been donc. To the 
best of my knowledge. Mr Sioui has already come out in 
favor of federalism.” said Romeo Diom-Saganash. vice 
president of the Grand Council of the Crees 

President Sioui refuses to speak about being called to 
order, while recognizing that the First Nations are split 
in their debate on t' * constitution. “Some are not afraid 
of Quebec's independence, while others fear ut as if were 
the devil himself"” 

Less than half of the 43 Quebec chiefs participated in the 
Val d'Or meeting and some merely put in an appearance. 

Max Gros Lours attributes the rate of absentecism to 

goose hunting. now in full swing. Others point to dissat- 
iSfaction with services rendered by the Indian organiza- 
t0N. 

“Since 1975, the Crees have not truly participated in 
meetings of the Assembly of First Nations. They can 
speak for themselves,” said Diom-Saganash. The state- 
ment by the vice president of the Grand Council of the 
Crees confirms socioeconomic and cultural disparities 
characterizing Indian communities and explains their 
desire for independence, not only from Whuites, but 
ViS-a-ViS One another. 

Dic 1-Saganash therefore deems it important for Indian 
nations to define what they understand by “self- 
determination,” but adds that application of this prin- 

ciple 1s the responsibility of cach Indian group 

“The Huron nation ts sovereign and secks its autonomy. 
Other nations cannot decide for Hurons.” says Max 

Gros Louis. “There is a power struggle within the 
Assembly of First Nations.” organization secretary 
Diane MaGregor admits, while explaining the repri- 
mand issued to Siow. “No matter what nation he comes 
from, the president will always be challenged.” she 
added. 

Speaking in Val d'Or on Tuesday, Georges Erasmus, 
national president of the Assembly of First Nations, 
made an appeal for unity, urgently calling upon Indians 
of Quebec to come to some consensus on the constitu- 
tional issue. 

* SQ Lacks Data on Kahnawake Weapons Stock 

YIENO635C Montreal LA PRESSE in French 

18 May 91 p A3 

{Article by Andre Pepin: “Quebec Security Force Has No 
Way of Knowing Whether Ilicgal Weapons Are Stored 
on Kahnawake™] 

[Text] The Quebec Security Force (SQ) still has no way 
of ascertaining whether illegal or other weapons are 
being kept on the Kahnawake reservation. Unable to 
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cooperate directly with local police, the SQ still has in its 
files several hundred warrants issued for Indian resi- 

dents. 

“We have some elements of information, but we cannot 
accurately measure whether or not the Indians are 
arming themselves once again. It 1s more difficult to 
enter that reservation than a Hell's Angels club.” LA 
PRESSE was told yesterday by an aide to SQ Director 
Robert Lavigne. “If we want to enter a bikers’ place. we 
get a truck or bulldozer if we have to, bul we ect in. 
which 1s not true of the reservation. We have to proceed 
with utmost caution.” the police official said 

This clear position of the SQ contradicts that of Minister 
Claude Ryan, head of Public Security, who categorically 
denies that the Mohawks would be trying to stir up 
another crisis by arming themselves to the teeth once 
again. “We have no information either way. However. | 
would be surprised if no weapons were found on the 
reservation,” Lavigne’s aide continucd 

Ryan has repeatedly stated that he prefers a diplomatic 
approach to this very thorny issue of the reservation’s 
inaccessibility. The minister 1s using all possible means 
to avoid a confrontation with the Indian community 
Several members of his staff have attempted rapproche- 
ments, however. Ryan's goal 1s to restore more harmo- 
nious relations as soon as possible. Ultimately. Ryan 
says, the government of Quebec hopes the reservation 
will have a real police force whose officers would be 
trained in accordance with the same criteria applied 

everywhere else. 

Special con mitices are at work within the ministry to 

implement this diplomatic approach, bul no concretc 
results have been obtained almost a year after the 
summer crisis in Oka that spread to the entire Montreal 
region. 

According to our information, Ryan has demanded daily 
reports on the slightest movement by the SQ on this 

issuc. This was also the case with respect to measures to 
shut down power which Hydro-Quebec was planning for 

this week . meaning it 1s an eminently political rssuc 

Ryan 1s not the only one to be working cautiously on the 
matter. Prime Minister Robert Bourassa’s office has 
adopted a similar attitude 

Caution 1s all the more necessary, politicians believe. 

because serious talks are continuing between the office of 

Minister of Energy Lise Bacon and the leaders of the 
Grand Council of the Crees in the James Bay territory. It 

should be recalled that these negotiations are aimed at 
obtaining the cooperation of northern Indians for com- 
pletion of phase two of the James Bay project 

The SQ also denies having devoted new efforts to training 
police personnel who could be used in a crisis on the 
reservations. Yesterday, 25 officers completed a tramning 
course at the Farnham military base, but this type of 
training has gone on since 1980, Lavigne’s office explains 
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Debate Over Capital Called *Feverish, Bruising” 
10 2006174291 Paris AFP in Enelish 1716GMI 
Jun 9/1 

[Text] Bonn, June 20 (AFP)}—German MPs plunged into 
a feverish. brursing debate on Thursday about whether to 
move the united country’s seat of government from 
Bonn to Berlin 

The Bundestag. the lower house of parliament, heard 
passionate speeches, stoked by fierce lobbying by both 
cities and marked by a classically German dissection of 
the national psyche. More than 100 deputies had spoken 

nine hours after the debate began. But the vote on the 
country’s most divisive issue since unification last 
October 3 was not expected until late evening. The 
result, insiders said, would be wafer-thin—but in Bonn’s 
favour. 

To the acclaim of deputies from the five eastern German 
States who joined the Federal Republic, Chancellor 

Helmut Kohl made a vibrant appeal in favour of Berlin. 

He recalled Berlin's lonely but vital stand in the cold 
war, and the massive crowd, a miullion-strong, that 

assembled in front of the city’s Reichstag at midnight on 
October 2 to celebrate German unity 

“T think it was clear for everyone that aight” that Berlin 
should become the seat of government. he said. “These 
are not historical reminiscences, feclings that one can 

push to one side. Rather, 1 1s the acknowledgement that 
Berlin was the focus of German division and longing for 
German unity.” 

The Berlin lobby wielded other big guns from the major 
parties. including former Social Democrat chancellor 
and Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt, ex-Social Democrat 

president Hans-Jochen Vogel and Interior Minister 
Wolfgang Schacuble, a Christian Democrat. Mr. Brandt, 
a grand old man of German politics, even equated Bonn 
with Vichy. the despised capital of the Nazi puppet 

regime in France during World War II, and was loudly 
booed by pro-Bonn MPs for his audacity. “No-one 
would have thought about putting the seat of govern- 
ment in the idyllic little town of Vichy” after the war, 
Mr. Brandt said. 

Mr. Brandt and many others were members of the older 

generation of German politicians who remembered the 
pledges made to Berlin throughout four decades of 
German division 

In contrast, pro-Bonners were usually youthful western 
Germans who, in coded phrases. portrayed the Rhine- 

land town as an anchor of German democracy and 

Stability and Berlin as a reminder of the dark, Hitlerite 

past. Among them were the speaker of the Bundestag. 
Rita Suessmuth, from Mr. Kohl's Christian Democratic 
Limon and Finance Minister Theo Waigel, from the 
Christian Social Union (CSU), the CDU's conservative 

Bavarian brother. A leading Social Democrat, Anke 
Fuchs, warned that transferring the capital to Berlin 
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would cost untold billions of marks (dollars) that would 
be better spent on rebuilding castern Germany. 

MPs were to vote on a free basis, as their parties had not 
handed down any voting instructions and all bids for a 
compromise had shattered on the rock of lobby intran- 
sigence. They were scheduled to vote, firstly, on a motion 
suggesting that the Bundestag go to Berlin and the 
government and Bundesrat (upper house) stay in Bonn. 
If that motion failed, they were to vote simultancously 
On Motions suggesting either the status quo or a compicic 
move to Berlin. Whichever m tion got the most votes 
would win. The Bundesrat votes on July 5. 

Public reaction was muted. A few Bonnites braved 
pouring rain to watch a live transmission of the debate 
on a giant television screen in the market square. In 

Berlin, few people paused to watch the debate on televi- 
sion in shop windows, and the mood seemed to be one of 
indifference, if not cynicism. “If the vote goes for Berlin, 
then I will get the hell out of here.” said one resident, 
Helga Sassc. “Things will get outrageously expensive and 
we'll get overwhelmed.” “In any case, 11 would make me 
sick having all those Bonn types around here.” 

Vote Favors Berlin 
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[Text] Bonn, June 20 (AFP}—The Bundestag. the lower 
house of the German parliament. approved late 

Thursday transferring the country’s seat of government 
from Bonn to Berlin. 

Bundestag speaker Rita Suessmuth said that 659 votes 
were cast with 337 in favor of moving to Berlin and 320 
in favor of remaining in Bonn. 

Under the motion the Bundestag. the government, and 
the president would move to Berlin within the next four 

years while the upper house, the Bundesrat, would 

remain in Bonn along with some government depart- 
ments. 

‘Text’ of Bundestag Motion 

1.D2006221591 Berlin ADN in German 2111 GMT 
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[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—The teat of the pro-Berlin motion 
passed by the German Bundestag today 1s as follows: 

Completion of German Unity: 

In implementing its resolutions, in which the German 
Bundestag has repeatedly expressed its political will that 
the parliament and government should again be im the 
German capital, Berlin, the German Bundestag should 
resolve: 

1. The seat of the German Bundestag 1s Berlin 

2. The Federal Government is given the task of formu- 
lating a concept on putting this decision inte effect by 31 
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December 1991 by working in concert with the adnun- 
stration of the German Bundestag and the Berlin 
Senate. In this work, the setting up of the necessary 
facilitees on Berlin for mectings of the German Bundestag 
and its parliamentary groups and committees 1s to be 

quickly started. Its working capability should be created 
in four years. Until then, plenary sessions of the German 
Bundestag will only take place in the federal capital on 

the decision of the Council of Elders in special cases. The 
complete functioning of Berlin as the scat of parliament 
and government 1s to be achieved within 10 to 12 years 
at the latest. 

3. The German Bundestag expects the Federal Govern- 
ment to take suitable measures to fulfill ts responsibility 
toward the parliament in Berlin and to secure its political 

presence on Berlin in a relevant way by locating the core 
of governmental functions in Berlin. 

4. A fair division of labor 1s to be agreed on between 
Berlin and Bonn so that Bonn will remain the adminis- 
trative center of the Federal Republic of Germany after 
the parliament's move to Berlin: this will be achieved by 
having the departments within the ministries, and parts 
of the government which have a primarily admunistra- 

tive character, in particular, keep their seats in Bonn: 
thus most of the jobs will be retained in Bonn. Above 
and beyond this. proposals will be worked out for the 
Bonn regron—by the Federal Government or an inde- 
pendent commussion—with the collaboration of the 
laender of North Rhine-Westphalha and Rhincland- 
Palatinate which will have the aim of taking on and 
gaining new functions and institutions of national and 
international significance in the fields of politics, the 
economy, and culture located there as compensation for 
the loss of the seat of parlament and governmental 
functions. 

5S. The capital agreement between the Federal Govern- 
ment and the city of Bonn 1s to be developed into a Bonn 

agreement with the purpose of compensating for the 

extra financial burdens of Bonn and the region, caused 
by the changes in function 

6. The president of the Bundestag is requested to set up 

a commussion consisting of representatives of all consti- 
tutronal bodies, the highest federal authorities and addi- 
tional independent personages. This commission—as an 
independent commission on federalism—is to work out 

proposals on the spread of national and international 

institutions, which are also to serve the strengthening of 
federalism in Germany by paying particular attention to 

the new laender, with the aim of locating federal insti- 
tutions mm cach of the new laender. Existing federal 
institutions mm Berlin are available for this. 

7. The results of this work by the Federal Government 
and the commussion are to be passed on to the German 

Bundestag in good time so that it can pass resolutions on 
this by 30 June 1992 

8. The German Bundestag assumes that the president 
will have hes main official residence in Berlin. 
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9. The German Bundestag recommends to the Bundesrat 
that ut keep its seat in Bonn in fulfillment of its federalsst 

tradition.” 

[Dated] Bonn. 19 June 1991 

Leaders Comment 
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[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Chancetior Kohl, who has been 
clearly restrained in the [Berlin-Bonn] dispute and has 
thus been urged by the Berlin supporters to make hes 

position clear in the Bundestag. has justified his support 
for Berlin on the basis of personal and historical exper- 
ence. Kohl, who was speaking purcly as a deputy. sand 
that for him Berlin has always been “the true capital.” In 

view of the foresecable expansion of the EC toward the 

cast, Berlin's situation 1s an advantage. For him the vote 
for Berlin or Bonn docs not mean a decision on the 
future of German policy. Kohl stressed. He also stressed 

Bonn’'s contribution 

Internor Minister Wolfgang Schacuble received pro- 

longed applause for his plea for Berlin. The Christian 

Democratic Umon [(CDU] politician, who tried in vain 

for a compromise solution until ummediately before the 
start of the session, sand thal ois not a matter of 

competition between two cities or about jobs or travel 

costs: “In truth it 1s about the future of Germany. That 1s 

the decisive question,” Schacuble sand, and thus placed a 

different emphasis on the matter than the chancellor 

Everyone must therefore be prepared to support the 

changes as a consequence of unity, he sand 

Willy Brandt spoke mn somilar vein. The decision 1s not a 

matter of what 1s convenient but of “setting the national 

direction.” Berlin, as an outpost of freedom up to now, 

does not deserve to be fobbed off with an honorary title 

without real content. With the debate of the past few 
months im mind, the former Berlin mayor sand with 
obvious bitterness: “I also did not notice immeiately 

that it 1s a case of nothing less than undermining the 
Bundestag’s decisions since 1949 about the capital.” He 
also critecized the fact that thes difficult decision has 

been inadequately prepared 

Social Democratic Party [SPD] parhamentary group 
leader Hans- Jochen Vogel noted that meanwhile a clear 
majority of the laender have spoken in favor of Berlin 

He appealed to his parliamentary colleagues not to show 

themselves “timid, fainthearted, and complacent” and 
not to deny Berlin the seat of parhament and govern- 
ment 

Berlin Governing Mayor Eberhard Diepgen sought to 
dispel fears of Bonn supporters that if the parhament 

and government were located in Berlin a “megacity” and 
a new centralism would develop at the cost of the other 
regions. It 1s a matier of whether the Germans now 
“want the internal unification of them country or only an 

enlarged federal republic” 
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Bundestag President Ruta Suessmuth, who up to now 
had not stated her preference, supported Bonn and 
provided important backing for the supporters of the 
city. She pounted out that in Bonn the political future has 
already begun following unification and that future- 
onentated decisions for the people im the new lacnder 
have been taken there. She energetically rejected 
Brandt's critscism of the preparation of the decision 

Johannes Rau (SPD). muinister-president of North 

Rhine-Westphalia, also spoke out fur Bonn's advantages. 
He urged that the losing region should not be left in the 
lurch. At the start of the debate, Labor and Social Affairs 
Minister Norbert Bluem endorsed the Bonn supporters’ 

proposal to leave the seat of government and parliament 

in Bonn. Wolfgang Thierse, SPD deputy party and 
parliamentary group chairman, opposed him on behalf 
of the Berlin supporters. 

(DU politician Heimer Gerssier asked for support for his 
proposal to move the Bundestag to Berlin and keep the 

Federal Government in Bonn. Gerssier was supported by 
Christian Social Union [CSU] leader Theo Waigel and 
other CDU-CSU politicians. For the Party for Demo- 
cratec Socialism, party leader Gregor Gysi called for a 
complete move of government and parliament, 
including all the administration, to Berlin 

Implementation in ‘10 Years’ 
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| Text} Bonn (DPA}—Chancellor Helmut Kohl believes 
the full umplementation of the resolution in favor of 
Berlin “cannot be done in under 10 years.” He 1s 
satisfied with the decision, Kohl said on ZDF [second 
German Television] this evening. He voted for Berlin 
However, the decision 1s not a reason for him to cele- 
brate. Kohl said in response to a question. That would 
look too much like victors and vanquished, he said. 
Nonctheless, the decision is of great significance for 
Csermany $s future 

Now there 1s also “a great moral obligation” to Bonn, 
which gave “our young republic” space for 40 years 

Politicians Comment 
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[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Afier the vote, Berlin's Governing 
Mayor Diepgen said he does not feel like a victor. “This 
was a decision to complete the concept of capital,” he 
sand. “This 1s a very happy moment for Berlin.” 

Social Democratic Party [SPD] Honorary Chairman and 
Berlin supporter Willy Brandt said that “the result 

speaks for itself. | rather thought 1 would be a close 
decision the other way.” The last prime minister of the 

former GDR, Lothar de Maizvere (Christian Democratic 
L'neon). sand: “Thos wall certainly give the people in the 

former GDR a big boost.” 
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Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich Genscher sad: “1 am 
ceavinced that it 1s the mght decision.” He also belreved 
that “we are very much im a position” to take into 

account the mterests of the people in Bona. Finance 
Minister Waigel. a Bonn supporter, said mt 1s now a 
matter of finding the most cost-favorable solution. “The 
problems have not become any casicr because of this.” 
Waiugel stressed. SPD Chairman Bjoern Engholm urged a 
vigorous approach now to thinking about compensation 

for the Bonn region. The supporters of Berlin should not 
see their victory as a triumph 

Intersor Minister Wolfgang Schacuble spoke of a “good 
moment for the parliament.” The debate possibly influ- 
enced the decision at the last m'’ ule 

Bonn Mayor: “Severe Blow’ 
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[Text] Bonn (ADN}—The mayor of Bonn, Hans Daniels. 
has received the result of the Bundesiag vote on the 
future seat of government and parliament with great 
disappomtment and shock. “This decision 1s a severe 
blow to the city and the region around Bonn,” Daniels 
Stated in a first reaction this evening. 

However, complaining does not help at all; rather, i 1s a 
maticr of keeping the inevitable damage within limits. 
To this end the city above all needs help from the Federal 
Government. A structural promotion program 1s neces- 

sary for compensatory measures. Apart from this, i 1s 

necessary to cxamine which parts of the government 
would remain in Bonn as having an admuinisirstive 
character and what international institutions and ticms 
could be based in the city 

Kohl To Address USSR on Invasion Anniversary 
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[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Saturday, 22 June, on the S0th 
anniversary of the German invasion of the Soviet Union, 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl will give an address on Sovict 
television. This was confirmed by the chancellor's office 
in Bonn on Thursday 

Kohl's message will be broadcast immediately following 
a television speech by President Mikhail Gorbachev to 

the nation. The chancellor will also send a personal 
message to Gorbachev on the anniversary of the begin- 
ning of the German invasion 

The date for the planned mecting between Gorbachev 
and Kohl in the USSR has not yet been set, according to 
the chancellor's office. lt will probably take place befor: 
the summit mecting of the largest Western industrial 
nations in London in mid-July 
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Leaders’ Messages 
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[Excerpis}] Bonn (DPA}—President Richard von Weiz- 
saccker and Chancellor Heimut Kohl have commemo- 

rated the S0th anniversary of the Goerman invasion of the 
USSR in personal messages to Sovect President Mikhail 
Gorbachey. With a view to the day of the attack, 22 Junc 
(941. Von Werizsaccker stated that “this date 1s linked 
with the sad memory of ummeasurable pain.” 

Kohl, who xs inkely to meet Gorbaches during the neat 

two weeks, called the attack an “capression of a blind- 

ness of swieology and power politics for which the 
(serman people finally had to pay a high price them- 
selves.” Other leading Bonn politicians also referred to 
the fateful significance of 22 June for the Sovict and 
(serman peoples 

The pressdent emphasized that 1 1s the policy of detente 
which has made ut possible for us to “approach cach 

other serously.” He recalled the Moscow treaty of 1970 

as well as the CSCE Helsinki Final Accord which, with 
Crorhaches's active help, has been developed further into 

the Charter of Parts. [passage omitted] 

The chancel recalled that during the time aficr World 
War Il the twe sedes had to learn how to “approach cach 

other and to develop understanding and mutual trust for 

cach other.” The bitterness that arose against Germany, 
controlled by the Natronal Socralrst Party, on the war was 

too deep. Kohl wrote: “Today we are al a fortunate 

turning poont in our history.” The memory of the horrors 

of the war urge one to rule out the possibility of war as a 
political means for all treme and to create the prerequi- 

sites for a lasting peace mn Europe and om the world. This 

particularly includes efforts for a realtronship based on 

partnership between the united Greermany and the Soviet 
l mon 

Foregn Minister Hans-Dictrich Genscher has written to 

his Sovect counterpart, Aleksandr Bessmerinykh, that 

“half a century after 22 June 1941 we stand at an historic 
threshold: following the reduction of mustrust and ten- 

sions and the start to disarmament and confidence- 
building. we want—both bilaterally and multilaicrally— 

to bring about in a new Europe an age of democracy, 

peace, and unity, to which the Paris Charter points the 
way” Genscher, who met with Bessmertnykh in 

Potsdam today to commemorate the attack, stressed the 

particular responsibility of Germany and the Sovict 
limon for peace in Europe as a “basic constant of 
European history ~ 

In a message to former Chancellor and Social Demo- 
crate Party [SPD] Honorary Chairman Willy Brandt. 
Gorbachev spoke of 22 June 1941 as a tragic day “that 
will be remembered forever by mankind.” The smashing 

of tascism had demanded unimaginably great sacrifice 
from the Soviet people. He capressly praised Brandt's 

role and that of German social democracy as “initiators 
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and mediators of the return of the Germans to mutual 
understanding with the Soviet people.” In a letter to the 
Soviet pressdent, Brandt emphasized that the memory of 
the terrible event of five decades ago must be kept alive 
and that the efforts for a lasting safeguarding of peace in 
Europe must continue to be given prime significance 

Bjoern Engholm, SPD chairman and muinister-president 
of Schieswig-Holsteim, said ’n a statement: “We feel that 
we have a special obligation to the Soviet Union, also 
because of recent German history.” In view of the 
millions of war dead, Engholm urged “resolute opposi- 
tion to all forms, of nationalism, militarism, and 
racism.” War and terror must never again cmanatc from 
German soil. 

Federal Democratic Party Chairman Count Otto Lamb- 
sdorff stressed that understanding and reconcihation 
must today determine German-Soviect relations. The 
liberals want “the sdeological-military confrontation of 
the past to be replaced by a new political-cconomic 
partnership of stability”. 

The Alliance 90/Greens reaffirmed their readiness to 
contribute to ensuring that between the population in the 
new laender and the members of the Soviet armed forces 
“real mectings and also fnendships at last come about 
and that the carler forced official friendship does not 
now turn into hate and rejection.” 

Suessmuth Notes Attack 
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[Text] Bonn (DPA}—ALt the start of today’s Bundestag 
debate President Rita Suessmuth commemorated the 
Sith anniversary of the German attack on the Sovict 

Limon. “We should think especially of those people 
affected on both sides, soldiers and civilians,” Sucss- 
muth said to the plenum. It has taken nearly half a 
century to restore the trust between Germany and the 
Soviet Union. A new beginning has now been made. It 1s 
now necessary to put life into ut 

Soviet Soldiers’ Apartments Attacked; 3 Detained 
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[Text] Frankfurt/Oder (DPA}—A 19-year-old man and 
two youths of 16 and 14 have been detained after violent 
attacks on apartments belonging to Sovict soldiers in 
Frankfurt/Oder. An arrest warrant was issued for the 
19-year-old today, the police announced. The search was 
still on for two other suspects. 

According to a police report late yesterday afternoon, 
five drunken youths smashed 17 window pancs, forced 
open a door, and fired at a nine-year-old girl in the 
apartment with an air pistol. Later the perpetrators beat 
down an entryway door in the Soviet residential com- 
plex 
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Agreement Reached on Housing for Soviet Troops 
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[Excerpts] Berlin (ADN}—The finer points of the con- 

lentious guestions concerning the housing construction 
program tor returning Sovoct soldicrs have’ now appar- 

ently been resolved by the FRG and the | SSR. Agrec- 
ment has been reached on future procedures between the 

ncgolialing pariners. according to an announcement 

today from the external office of the Economics Munistry 
in Berlin 

For example, the agreement stipulates that German 

firms will be given “preferential treatment” in the selec- 

tion of gencral contractors, and castern German firms 

will have at least a 20-percent share of the construction 

imcluding all the orders mn whoch they are not involved as 

gecneral contractors or members of a consortium of 

bidders. Housing construction combines and cquipment 

manufacturing factories wall be exclusively tendered to 

German firms. Foreign firms can supply up to §) percent 

of the products. At least 70 percent of the construciton 
material must be supplied by the FRG. in particular. the 

new lacnder 

A ministry statement says the Federal Crovernment’s 

aim of employing German firms has now been specifi- 

cally endorsed and supported by the Sovict side. Eco- 
nomics Minister Juergen Mocllemann welcomed the 

outcome of the negotiations by the German-Sovict 

Steering committee, which fleshed out agreements 
reached in Moscow with Prime Minister Pavlov. [pas- 

sage omitted] 

The funds approved by the Federal Government. total- 
ling 7.8 billon German marks, will fund construction of 

46.000 apartments in 33 settlements in the European 

part of the USSR. [passage omitted] 

Hungarian Economic Minister Kadar Pays Visit 
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[Text] Bonn, June 19 (MTI}—“Hungary has made 

ercater progress towards concluding an association 

agreement with the European C ommunitics than Poland 
and ( zechoslovakia.” Bela Kadar. Hungarian minister 

of international economic relations currently on Cret- 

many for some days. told the Bonn office of MTT on 
Wednesday 

The Hungarian minister held talks with Lutz Staven- 

hagen minister of state of the office of the chancellor 

and Otto Schlecht, former state secretary and president 

of the Ludwig Erhard Foundation 

Kadar held talks with Helmut Werner, member of the 
board of directors of Daimler-Benz. on an eventual 
Crerman involvement in East European bus manutac 

turing and marketing. “This marks the beginning of a 
Process Kadar said without going into detarls 
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Former Diplomat Jailed on Espionage ( harges 
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[Text) Duesseldorf (DPA)—The Duesscidort Higher 
Regional court today sentenced a former carecr dip- 

lomat. Klaus von Raussendorf!, to sa years’ emprison- 

meni for secret service activity and venality. In a seven- 
day trial. 55 vear old Raussendort!. once a high-ranking 
official om the Foreign Ministry, contessed to having 
spied sor the Last Berlin Monisiry of Mate Security for 
over ¥) years. Until hes cover was blown by former Stas: 

employees. von Raussendort! was deputy head of Bonn’s 

UNESCO) office. The Federal Prosecutor's Office asked 
lor seven ycars imprisonment for the agent 

Nines Still Present on Former Internal Border 
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| Text] Buchholz (DPA}—A probabic ¥).000 undetected 

mines Contimuc to pose a mortal threat along the former 

imira<eerman border, The commanding officer of the 

Bundeswehr's Eastern Command, Licutenant Creneral 

Joerg Schoenbohm. gave thes figure today during a troop 

visit to Buchholz ncar Schwerin. A corresponding short- 
fall on these caplosive devices was ascertained the former 

GDR border troops. [sentence as received] 160 of the 
troops are dealing with the clearing operation as civil 

ans. The greatest danger 1s mm the southern arca arownd 

Helmstedt and along the border with Thurimngza 

* Broadcasting Structure Negotiations \dvance 

YIGELORI9A Frankturt/Main FRANALURTER 
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‘| acnder Negotiak New Broack asting 

[Text] Frankfurt, 10 June— ne thing that will be packed 

in the surtcases of the minister-presidents of the Crerman 
Bundeslacnder for the neat round of negotiatrons 1s 

extensive material on the planned restructuring of the 
broadcasting landscape. Once again. several negotiating 

sesvons will be concerned with the Sate Broadcasting 

Treaty, financing, the establishment of new broadcasting 
corporatrons mn the cast. the future of the federal broad 

casting corporations, and the dissolution of what 1s lett 

of the former GDR broadcasting system. The stat 

chancellerses are mdicating that results should be im 

betore the summer break 

German unification has brought with tt the need to 
revise the basic April 1987 State Broadcasting Treaty 

between the Lacnder, to which the new Bundeslacnder 
want to accede—a sicp that yn fact must be taken if chaos 

is to be avonded, since television and radio are under the 
jurinsdictvon of the lacnder. and arrangements that 

encroach on others require pornt resolutions. At the same 
lime, past capernence trom the cocarstence of and coop- 

craton between private and public supplicrs should be 
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taken into account, and the provisions from the Euro- 

pean Communit, gusdcline on international television 

should be mncorporated as quickly as possible. However, 

the Federal Conststutponal Court must still cxamune thes 

guidcline. because some of the wesicrn Bundeslacnder 
are calling into qucstron the competence of the EC om thes 

maticr. In the vecw of the plamufl lacmder—ied by 

Bavarnia—the federation cannot cede authorities thai u 
does not have to the EC 

Aside from the gencral provisions sct out mm the State 

Broadcasting Treaty. such as those on diversity of 
opirmon and on the protection of youth, which are 

essentially uncontested, the foundations of broadcast 

financing. including advertising arrangements, are up for 
discussion, the planned cxpansion of advertising time on 

ARD and ZDF to the hours after 2000 on particular 1s 

being hoth contested 

The monsster-presidents will deliberate on a draft text on 
the Mate Broadcasteng Treaty that was only recently 

submitted by the state chanceliernes. In the view of many 

critecs, thes teat 1s characterized by fnendliness towards 

ARD and 7DF. The draft document does not address the 
msuc Of a change mm advertising times. This change ts 
being demanded by both broadcasters as compensation 

for the loss mm revenue duc to private competition. The 

advertising industry hopes to lower its costs through the 

expansion. The private broadcasters are energetically 
opposed to the plan. as are publishers. Somilarly contro- 

versial 1s the desire by the public broadcasters to begin 

advertising on Sundays and holidays as well. In contrast, 

the Association of Private Broadcasting and Telecom. 
munication (VPRT). the private broadcasters lobby. has 

submitted its own proposal calling for the phasing out of 

advertising on public broadcasting media. As compensa- 

thon, the VPRT wants to have the broadcasting fee 

increased, which os mtended to make the proposal 

acceptable to the public corporations as well, The state 
chancellery proposal rejects any restriction of the cov- 

crage areas for ARD Rado. In that case. ARD could 
broadcast radio advertising throughout the entire 

country. The lumrtatvon to 90 minutes a day was also 

brought up for discussson im the draft text. To the 

chagrin of the private broadcasters, the prohibition on 

participation by publc broadcasting corporations in 

further European satellite channels was replaced by a 

section whereby the minrster-presidents can assign chan- 
nels by executive order, Thrs opens up new opportunities 

for ARD and ZDF om terms of involvement in the 

planned European news or sports programs. The lacnder 

do not comply with the private broadcasters’ suggestions 

with regard to another point: There will probably not be 

any reassignment of the available frequencies for 

ground-based broadcasting (with an improvement in the 

position of the private broadcasters, who currently 

operate at a disadvantage) 

The proposal also scarcely complies with the demands by 

the private supphers that more intermittent advertising 

be allowed. In terms of the basic conditions under which 
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private broadcasters will operatic. however. the provi- 

sons of the EC guidelines were moorporated. Cinema 
and television films can be mmterrupted once every 45 

menutes (currently every 60 minutes). Most other types 
of broadcasts lasting more than 45 minutes can mclude 

two advertising slots on the future, depending on the will 
of the state chancellenes. The provisions concerning 
diversity of opmmon were amended. The land media 
imstitutes for private broadcasting should be obligated to 
submut a report on diversity of opmmon al least every two 
years. Lower Saxony and Schieswig-Holstcin want to 
restrict the involvement of private Companies im suprar 
cgronal television programs. while some lacndecr want to 
submit proposals on controlling the involvement of 

publishing houses in broadcasting 

In connection with the central rssucs of the division of 
responsibilities between the public and private systems 

a separate decision must be reached on the future 

amount of the broadcasting fee, although this will be 
drscusse:! by the minister-presidents in conjunction with 
most of the other ports. The just-submitied special 

report by the Commission on Determining Financing 
Needs of Broadcasting Corporations (KEF), which 1s 
responsible for this question, has elicited critecrsm. Thas 

18 partly the result of a compromise formula, because the 

16-member board made up of representatives of the state 

chancelleries and auditor's offices, together with experts. 
treed to mediate im the controversy surrounding the 

determination of the ZDF share (which had to be rede- 
fined. since the ratio of debits to revenues resulting from 
supplying the new Bundeslaender has turned out to be 
significantly better for the ZDF. with its unified pro- 
gram. than for the ARD corporations). Despite the 
revenues from the new Bundeslacnder, the ZDF will 
continuc to receive 0) percent, bul the television fees are 
imcreased slightly from 13 to 13.70 German marks [DM] 

(4.4 percent) per month. According to estimates by the 
KEF. the eapected ZDF shortfall of DM1.2 billhon by the 

end of 1994 will be less, because during those years ZDI 
can expect additional fee revenues amounting to DM 567 

millon. Based on the desires of the KEF. the ARD 

corporations will enjoy an increase of only 70 pfennigs. 

although the base fee (as an equivalent for radio) wall rise 
sharply from the current DM6 to IYM7 60. of 27 percent, 
from which ZDF will not profit. Thus. the report pro- 
vided for a significant downward adjustment in the 
corporations reported financing needs 

Besides the revision of the State Broadcasting Treaty. the 
minister-presidents must also clear up a number of 

individual issues on the structure of broadcasting service 
in castern Germany, issues that will affect the debate 

surrounding the level of fees. One such question 1s the 

establishment of a broadcasting corporation in the 
northeast—this coming on the heels of the agreement 
between the central German laender to form a three- 
lacnder corporation. The battle over media policy is 

further complicated by the need to restructure the Deut- 

sche Welle and Deutschlandfunk federal broadcasting 
corporations, as well as the need to integrate Rias Berlin 
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ipreviously under American administration) and the 

(eastern Grcrman) Kultur broadcasicr. where, tn torn 

Bonn media poliiwians have a say. The KEF recom- 
mends a surcharge tor thes restructuriag as well, whereby 

7S ptenngs on the base fee of 85 piennigs on the 

tclevisson fee would be necessary to finance the current 

supply of offerings. not. as was previously the case 

largcly from tax revenucs. but rather from the broad- 

casteng fee. Thes 1s a figure that clearly speaks m favor of 
reducing costs through consolsdatron. Another mecrease 
is already a fant accompl: Beginning next | January 

every (western) German will pay an additional 75 pten- 

nigs for the German-French culture channel, whoch 

caperts consider to be an outdated project 

A tee mocrease on the new Bundeslacnder will be difficult 

Following unification, houscholds there were encum- 

bered with a DMI9 fee (onstead of around 10 GDR 
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marks preveously). After the effective dissolution of the 

GDR broadcasteng system, there were fewer programs to 

sce for more moncy, because prior to unification the 

western broadcasicrs could be received almost univer- 

sally. Thus, an mmcrease mn the general broadcasting fcc to 

around DM 23 on the future should scarcely consinute an 

additonal burden tor the castern houschold: the result 

will be a different fee mm cast and west. Thes should then 

be evened owt by 1995 

The minister-pressdents schedule 1s jam-packed. the 
State Broadcasteng Treaty 1 to be negotiated im the 
middie of thes month, and mn carly July a decison 15 to be 

reached on the future of the federal broadcasting corpo- 

rations and on the amount of the broadcasting fecs—a 
task that 1s scarcely manageabic, given the differences im 

opinion on important pomnts 
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Lithuania's Landsbergis Arrives for 1-Week Visit 

EC To Address Baltics 

40 2006181591 Paris AFP im English 1753 GMT 

0 Jun 91 

[ Text] Pars, June 20 (AFP)}—The upcoming EC summut 
mecting in Luxaembourg will address the situation on the 
Sovect Unron’s three Baltec republics Lithuania, Latvia 
and Estoma, Lithuaman President Vytautas Landsbergis 
sand here Thursday 

Mr. Landshberg:s who arrived for a week-long visit to 
France Wednesday met with President Francor Miutter- 

rand and other French officials Thursday. Mr. Mutter- 
rand was aware of the potential danger of the situation 
prevaring mm Lithuania, Mr. Landsbergis sand 

The Baltic sssuc was regularly discussed in international 
conferences and would be again at the neat summit of 
European Community leaders in Luxembourg on June 
28-2°, Mr. Landsbergrs quoted Mr. Mitterrand as saying 
According to authoritative French sources, Mr. Mitter- 
rand will tackle the msswe om talks with German Chan- 

cellor Helmut Kohl and British Prime Minister John 
Mayor neat week 

France and Lithuania have agreed on opening a French 
cultural centre mm Vilnews 

Mr. Landsbergrs sand he capected “positive changes” for 

the Baltsc republics after the election last weck of Rus- 
sian President Boris Yeltsin. The Lithuaman leader 
denounced repeated Sovect muilitary attacks aganst 

Lithuanian border posts which Moscow considers illegal 

Meets With Mitterrand 

LDO006195591 Paris Antenne-? Television Network 
m French 1800 GMT 20 Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] A visit awarted om France has been that of 
Lithuaman President Vytautas Landsbergis. Landsbergis 
arrived om France in the company of political and cco- 

nomic officials. It 1s a question first of all of persuading 
French industrialists to mvest mm Lithuania Another 
symbolic wmage is the meeting with Franconw Mitterrand 
at the Elysee this afternoon. Gilles Rabine 

|Rabine] We are happy to have you here, said | Natronal 
Assembly Speaker] Laurent Fabuus by way of preamble 

The tome when France hesitated im receiving the sepa- 
ratest pressdent of Lithuama, Vytautas Landsbergis. in 
order not to shock Gorbachev 1s over. Al the Natronal 
Assembly and the Senate, Pressdent Landsbergis discov- 
ered the republican charms of a bicameral system 

unknown to his country. Alam Poher, speaker of the 
Senate, expressed concern about the young Lithuaman 

desericrs who refuse to serve om the Soviet Army. they are 
not deserters but refuseniks, rephed Landsbergis— 
refuseniks on inverted commas, added the interpreter 

FRANCE bd 

The thord stage was at—the Elysee—with an hour of talks 
with Francon Mitterrand. Cicarly the Lithuanian prew- 

dent found significant clements mm thes discuswon if we 

are to pudge by the unusual moderation of hrs statements 
Naturally. the recent clectson of Boris VY cltsin as bead of 

Russia and the nine-plus-one agreemeni—the truce 
negotiated with Gorbachev—also ciplain the ncw 

serenity of the Lithuaman number onc. [passage 
omitted] 

Cresson, Beregovoy Present *l nited Front 

40 2006155191 Paris AFP in Enelish 1446 6M 

0 Jun 91 

[Text] Pars, June 20 (AFP)}—French Prime Minister 
Edith Cresson and Economy Minister Pierre Beregovoy 
sought to scotch once and for all rumours of serous 
disagreements as they presented a united front al a press 

conference here Thursday. They repeatedly stressed their 

agreement on the conduct of the country’s affairs, and 
there was no sign of a divergence between the svews they 

pul forward 

Asked about persistent rumours that he was about to 

resign because of disagreements with the prime minister 
who took office a month ago. Mr. Beregovoy sand “that 
comes from those who want to sce us separated.” 

“There are always people who have something to gain” 
from spreading such reports.” Mrs. Cresson added 

Rumours of Mr. Beregovoy's mmminent resignation hit 
the financial markets here Friday, and again on Tuesday. 
sending share ores sharply lower, The minister on 

Thursday described them as “malicious” and sand Tucs- 
day's flurry was spared by an crroncous press report 
that he had cancelled a regular press conference. What 

had actually happened was that “im agreement with the 
prime manester” he had changed the day to Tuesday. Mr 
Beregovoy's press conferences are normally on 
Thursday. The change left him free to appear with Mrs 
Cresson at Thursday's conference 

Both Mrs. Cresson and Mr. Beregovoy siressed the 

contipuity between the current government and that of 
the previous one under Michel Rocard 

Cresson Has ‘Absolu'ely Nothing Against Japanese’ 

411210607549] Paris AFP in English 2114GMT1 
20 Jun 9! 

[Text] Paris, June 20 (AFP)}—French Prime Minister 
Edith Cresson sand Thursday that she has “absolutely 
nothing against the Japanese” cxcept that they pov 

dangers in terms of industry and employment 

Mrs. Cresson, on an interview with the French television 

channel TF 1. also defended protectionist measures taken 

by European manufacturers against the Japanese auto- 

motule mundusiry. She added that “when the Japanese 
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“ant to really cooperatc, thal » when they want to invest 
mm arcas thal are not overly sensitive, then we are ready to 

accep these mvecsiments — 

Referring to a “sort of campaign” against her im the 
lapancse press. Mrs. Cresson sand: “I'm not scared of the 

extreme mght on France. so the extreme mght m Japan 
they won't be takeng over here tomorrow ~ 

\ Japanese parhamentarian,. Kon Kakizawa. who met 

with Mrs. Cresson here Wednesday. sand Thursday that 

the prime munester had “signalicd™ that she docs not 

“ant to worsen rclatrons with Japan 

Mis. Cresson beid talks woth sa Japonecse members of 

parhament Wednesday “and never used imyurious 

words even if her proncepal sca “bas not changed” and 
she “remains very firm.” the Japanese MP sand 

(mn becoming premuecr last month. Mrs. Cresson made 
hostile remaks about Japanese trading practices 

accusing Japan of “all-out protectionrsm™” and of oper- 

atrng a “hermetically closed system.” 

The Japanese delegation. representing several Japancse 
politcal partes, was led by parhamentarnan Masao 

Hor 

4 source close to Mrs. C resson described the mterview as 
very mtcresting” while the delegation described ut as 

very tnendly and frank”. Mrs. Cresson had said that 

her remarks about Japan “were not mtended to criti 
the Japanese people” but referred to the capanwonrst 

Sirategy of “leadeng Japanese groups.” Mr. Kakizawa 

sand. She wanted “tar competition.” 

Mir Horn sand the delegation had had “no mmtention of 

secking an apology” from Mrs Cresson. and that there 
were doubts about whether “the translation made im 

lapan of statements by Mrs. Cresson was totally cor- 

rect.” He sax “We are convinced that the Japanese 

media have cxaggcrated them.” 

Mirs. Cresson had sard after the mectong that she might 

visit Japan during the first half of 1992 

The Japanese parhamentarians are visrteng France at the 

mvitation of the France-Japan fnendship association 
from Tuesday until Saturday 

Popularity of Cresson’s Appointment Viewed 

VIP OUST Parks LIBERATION in French Il Jun 9! 
f jt 

| Artecte by Enc Dupen: “Cresson Effect Did Not Impress 

Publix] 

[Text] The Cresson effect 1 dissipateng cartier than 
predicted while the left 1s languishing mm an eminently 

vulnerable clectoral positron The government reshuffic 

does mot seem to have provoked a profound political 

shock on public oprmon. And yet. the appomtment of 

Edith € resson to Matignon had been very well received 

FRANCE 
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rnght after nt occurred. 65 percent of the French (agammsi 

1S percent) were savenge “they were satesficd wrth the 

appormtment of Eduh Cresson as prome menestcr.~ 

according to a poll conducted on behalf of FIGARO. 

TFL-BV A on 16 May among 805 mndiveduals. The acocs 
won of a woman to thrs pob carryeng great respomsibulrtecs 

“was applauded. According to a JOURNAL Dt 

DIMANCHE-Ifop poll conducted on 16 and |? May 

arrong 965 wndiveduals. 77 percent of the respondents 
(against 4 percent) were “pleased thal a woman has 

become prime munrstcr of France.” Another reason for 

the welcome accorded Edith Cresson © = a rather fat- 
termng personal umage According to a PARISIENA SA 
poll conducted on 15 and 16 May among 814 mdived 
uals, 64 percent of the French (agamnst 13 percent) had a 
“good oprmon” of the new head of government at the 

turme of her appormtment 

These two favorable factors, however, did not create a 
real popularity phenomenon. (mn the contrary. the first 

measurements of public oprmeon are rather drsap- 
pornteng for the new prime menister. Half of the peopic 

quectred by the Lowrs Harris Instetute om a 2) April to 14 

May L'EXPRESS poll among | 02! respondents wrsely 

abstarned at that tome from judgeng Edith ‘ resson's 

action as prome menester: 3) percent “approved” 19 
percent “napproved” and 49 percent admitted they had 

“no oprmon ~ More trowhleng ms the fact that, according 

to a PARIS MATCH-BVA poll conducted from 16 to 20 
May among 848 persons. only 43 percent of the French 

“have a good opemon of Edith Cresson as prime moni 

ter.” agarnst 24 percent who have “a bad oprmron ~~ With 

the cxception of Laurent Fabius. al) prime moenesters 

were more popular than Edith Cresson when they 

assumed ther dutres. It show be noted that her popu 
larity among women is 6 percentage pornts higher than 

among men 

4 FIGARO) MAGAZINE -Sotres poll conducted from 24 

to 28 May among 1.11) respondents confirms that 

public opemron remains reserved. Some 49 percent “trust 
Edith (Cresson to solve France's present problems.” 45 

percent do not and 16 percent have no opimon Agam 

( resson fares less well than her predecessors 7! percent 

had trusted Prerre Mawroy. 5) percent had capreseed 

trust on Laurent Fabous, Jacques ( herac had ottarned 5” 

percent and Miche! Rocard had been trusted by 66 

percent 

Actually. the comparrson between the Rocard and 

( resson rates of popularity «= rather tavorablc to the 

former prime menister, With a Sofres poll determining 

that 0) percent ot the respondents “trusted” hem on the 

eve of hes departure after three years as prime moenrster 

Rocard vas more popular than (Cresson today Simelarly 
a good ommon of hom ma BVA poll was higher (49 

percent) than that of the present head of government (43 

peroent) 

Nevertheless. the Conflans-Samnte Honore mayor 

found homeclf, during thes spring marked by a rise mm 

unemployment and urhan troubles. on a dangerously 
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Micep mcione. (in the eve of hes departure. Rocard only 

satisfied 3) peroem of the 1.000 respondents gucred 
from 29 April to 1S May im a JOURNAL DI 

DIMANCHE-Ifop poll, agarnst 4) percent who were 

“dessatestied.~ The gap between hes good personal mmagc 

and the crvtecal cs aluation of hes Course of acthon—w hoch 

had been comstant sence I988-seemed to widen at the end 

of tes mandate. In tact. the Rocard case 1s a bit strange 

The BVA. CSA and Hfop polls scemingly converge: 

toward a paradoxscal concluswon: Rocard’s balance shect 

is pudgeed as overall positive by the French. however. thes 

ded not regret hes departure, While they consider that 

thes on no way affects hes chances of becoming pressdent 

of the Republic some day. the French did not beheve he 

was ireplaccabic as head of government 

The pressdent of the Republic benefits very lithe from 

having given France a woman prime muinistcr. Trust on 
hem on a Sofres poll drops 2 peroentage pots (to $4 

percent). he loses 4 percentage ports im his rate of 

approval mm a Louwrs Harris poll ($4 percent), while good 
opimons of hom om a BVA poll progress by 2 peroentage 

points. reachong $7 percent In the aftermath of the 

cuphoria following the Gulf war. the head of state 

confronts a clomate darkened by had coonomic indica- 

tors and social trowhles. The ( resson effect smmediatels 

entered a collrsson course with the concerns of the publu 

It 1s precisely at the moment when Mittcrrand’s second 
seven-year term enicrs a stormy areca that he should be 
giving substance to a “new rmpectus” 

Iwo wars before the neat legislative clections. the 

Sociahscs frad themselves mn a positron where they can be 

defeated. In terms of voting mtentions. the Socialrst 

Party [P'S] has dropped 1) percentage points since June 

1988. Since the Communrst Party [PCF] scems to have 

gone down one more step im its clectoral tumbic. the left 

has reached one of 1s lowest bestorical levels. lt has been 

amputated by the rise of the coologrsts, who are credited 
with a 14 percent rate of popularity om both a Sofres and 

BV A poll. However, Socialist candidates are in danger of 
only being supported by half of the Cireen voters on the 

second rownd. By projecting seats. the Sofres organiza 
thon has estemated that voting intentions would translat 
mito a large lL mon for French Democracy [1 DF}-Rally 

for the Republec [RPR)-various partics of the meht 

majority (336 seats). with the Socialist group brought 
down to 196 seats Nevertheless. another study by th: 

TRANCE pa 

samc imsiitute has highlighted the poor umage of a reght 

vecwed as diveded and not very credible Only 34 percent 

of the French today tex osc to the opposition and $3 

percent do not. as rescaled hy a FHGARC)-Sotres poll 

conducted trom 24 to 28 May among 1.0000 persons Thes 

ms totally different trom the stuaton that prevared 

betore the 1486 <giviative clecthons. whet ar roght 

cnjoved a popularits rooted om irheral DOpeS arma Tepce 

Toxday. thy roght and the gov crnmecntal 

ett are both drecredited and thr ms making the clectoral 

thon of soctalrernt 

equation much more furd than m the past 

Moroccan Refugee Author FE vpelled to Gabon 

i OJ000 7S 19) Pars UP om bnelish 0806 GY 

i Jun 9 

[Teat] Paris, June 21 (AFP)—France cxapelled a 

Moroccan refugee writer to Gabon on Friday desprt 
protests from two dozen human mghts groups Abdel 

moumen Onown. who had been living m France for 

many years and was planning to publish a book on 

corruption mm Morocco. was arrested Thursday and 
placed on a flight to Libreville, Gabon 

France's Intersor Ministry declined to comment on the 

case 

Gabon 1s one of France's closest alles in Africa. It also 
has cxcelient relations with Morocco, whose bodyguards 
protect Pressdent Omar Bongo 

Mr. Drown had published several books critecal of th 

government of King Hassan Il of Morocoo He wa 

arrested under a procedure of “absolute emergency” and 
cxpelicd on the grounds he was “rn contact with foreren 

countries, hre lawyer, Mourad Oussedik. told AFP. Mir 

(hussedik sand hes chent was the holder of a refugee card 
valid until 1995 and was planning to publish an “caplo 

sive) «6fnew book on Morocoo. He sand Mr Drown told 

hum he was not allowed to choose to what country he was 

berg capelled 

Some 4) human nights groups mmmediately protested the 
arrest and cxpulson 

In Libreville, Mr. Drown, who was escorted on the par 

by two French officials, was whisked away by Crabones 

pole as soon as he arrived 4A Crabhonese poloeman 

demed Mr. Drown was under arrest 
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Defense Minister on ¥-?thdrawal of U.S. Forces 

LD2006110191 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 19 Jun 91 

[Text] We now report on statements made by the defense 
minister, who 1s today visiting the Moron base in Seville. 
He has set dates for withdrawal by the United States 
from the joint-use bases. Secundina Garcia has been 
following the visit: 

[Garcia] Defense Minister Julian Garcia Vargas, said 
that although there is no fixed timetable for the reduc- 
ton of U_S. troops in Spain, a Hispano-U.S. commission 
1s working jointly on the matter and he gave some 
details: 

[Begin Garcia Vargas recording] The F-16's will have 
completed their withdrawal from Torrejon before May 
1992 and before the end of 1993 there will have been a 
noticeable decreasc—a reduction to the minumum—of 
personnel at Torrejon and personnel at Zaragoza. The 
Air Force 1s working on plans for the use of those two big 
airports, big bases, those of Torreyon and Zaragoza, and, 
obviously, it still does not have the plans for them. We 
will present them when they have been finalized because 
they are very complex. [end recording] 

[Garcia] The defense minister, who this morning visited 
the U.S.-Hispano joint-use base at Meron de la Frontera, 
Seville, said that both this base cad the one at Rota, 
Cadiz, will not experience great changes in the future. He 
said alternatives are being studied for the Torrejon base 
which could serve as support for Barajas airport. Julian 
Garcia Vargas finally recalled the United State's inten- 
tions to reduce its forces by a third in Europe, a reduc- 
tion which would also be applied in Spain. 

Foreign Minister on EC-EFTA Negotiations 

LD2006084491 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 2100 GMT 18 Jun 91 

[Text] The negotiations in Luxembourg to create a 
common single market uniting the EC and EFTA [Euro- 
pean Free Trade Association}—that is the community of 

Nordic countries—could fail as a result of Spain's hard- 
line stance reyecting any initial agreement if the EFTA 
members do not accept free access to their fishing 
grounds. Primarily Iceland, 90 percent of whose GNP is 
based on fishing. has refused to accept this so far. Other 
matters hampering negotiations are the free transit of 
persons and means of transport, while the EC authorities 
have stressed Spain's firmness in contrast to the flexi- 
bility of other EC partners at this meeting. Here 1s what 
was said by Foreign Affairs Minister Francisco Fernan- 
dez-Ordonez. 

[Begin Fernandez-Ordonez recording] No, we are not 
negotiating under any pressure of dates with third coun- 
tries. Our position has been very clear for some time and 

we cannot give our agreement if this is not sorted out 
fairly. [end recording} 
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Argentine Envoy Summoned Over Trawler Incident 

LD1906115391 Madrid RNE-RE in Spanish 
to Europe 1000 GMT 19 Jun 91 

[Text] The Argentine ambassador to Madrid will go to 
the Spanish Foreign Ministry today to explain the inci- 
dent between his country’s Navy and the Spanish 
trawler, Playa de Canabai. The trawler was machine- 
gunned Monday as it was fishing, according to official 
Argentine sources, within its territorial waters. The 
verson given by the crew members and other fishermen 
in the area however, 1s that an Argentine navy corvette 
and helicopter attacked the Spanish ship in international 
waters, 209 miles off the coast. The trawler, without any 
crew on board, 1s being towed to the Argentine naval 
base of Puerto Belgrano. 

Unions, Left Party Reject Pact of Competitiveness 

LD2006203591 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 2100 GMT 19 Jun 91 

[Passages within quotation marks are recorded] 

[Text] The pact of competitiveness drawn up by the 
government was analyzed today by the United Left and 
Workers’ Commissions [CCOO] Antonio Gutierrez [sec- 
retary-general of CCOO] expressed his rejection of it, 
although he made it clear that his trade union will 
negotiate as long as there are no preconditions or dead- 
lines: 

[Gutierrez] “That we reject the pact in those terms does 
not mean that we reject negotiations.” 

United Left Coordinator Julio Anguita considers the 
content of the document issued by the government to be 
negative and has announced that they are drawing up an 
alternative: 

[Anguita] “We cannot agree with solutions or a pact of 
competitiveness which 1s completely dissociated from 
the ultimate causes.” 

In Logrono, Nicolas Redondo [leader of the General 
Union of Workers] again criticized the pact of competi- 
tiveness, describing it as unusual. The leader of the UGT 
[General Union of Workers] does not think it odd that 
the CEOE [Spanish Confederation of Business Organi- 
zations] has welcomed the government's offer: 

[Redondo] “I can understand the reaction of [CEOE 
President] Jose Maria Cuevas because it 1s a proposal 
which at one time Jose Maria Cuevas made to the 
government, to [Economy and Finance Minister] Carlos 
Solchaga to draw up a competitiveness plan. It was, to a 

great extent, Jose Maria Cuevas's initiative that pro- 
vided the content and procedure which is now contained 
in this government proposal, a procedure which is made 

through parliament and a content which clearly benefits 
the employers.” 
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Finland 

President Koivisto To Visit USSR 24-25 Jun 

LD2006183291 Helsinki Suomen Yleisradio Network 

in Finnish 1800 GMT 20 Jun 91 

[Text] President Mauno Koivisto and Madame Tellervo 
Koivisto are to travel on an official visit to the Soviet 
Union next Monday [24 June]. According to a bulletin 
issued this evening, President Koivisto will consult with 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev on Monday both 
privately and with the consulting delegations. Of the other 
Soviet leaders, on Tuesday Koivisto will meet Prime 
Minister Valentin Pavlov and Chairman of the Supreme 
Soviet Antoliy Lukyanov. A meeting ts also being arranged 
for President Koivisto with the Chairman of the Russian 
Supreme Soviet Boris Yeltsin. The meeting will possibly be 
on Tuesday. President and Madame Koivisto will return to 

Finland on Tuesday evening. 

* Soviet Support for ‘Neutrality’ Analyzed 

YIENOS96B Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 11 May 91 p A7 

[Unto Hamalainen commentary: “Do Not Raise a 
Rumpus About Neutrality”) 

[ Text] President Mauno Koivisto’s official working visit 
to the United States went off in such straightforward 
fashion that it did not give the impression of being the 

Finnish president's usual kind of visit to the superpower 

capital. The painful anticipation of his stipulation of 

Finland's neutrality of former years was completely 
lacking from this visit 

When Korvisto made his first visit to the White House. 

in 1983, the support President Ronald Reagan expressed 
for Finland's neutrality was regarded as the most impor- 
tant achievement of his trip. 

The times were, however, so tense that we in Finland 
were warned against “raising a rumpus about neutral- 
ity.” as the official guidelines put it at that time 

The Communists condemned the use of the word alto- 
gcther. The official Soviet news agency, TASS. accom- 
panied Korvisto’s trip to America with acid comments. 

and they spoke only of Finland's aspirations for neu- 
trality in the communique issued during the president's 
visit to Moscow. 

This time, not a word was said about Finnish neutrality 
in Koivisto and Bush's statements following the official 
talks. The pendulum has swung to the other side: Neu- 
trality 1s no longer worth signing an agreement on, other 
matters are more important. 

According to Koivisto, both countries lay emphasis on 

the same values: freedom, democracy, justice. and 
human rights. 
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“We both want to see the whole world support these 

basic principles.” Koivisto proclaimed alongside George 
Bush. who was nodding in assent. 

One would not believe that the text came from the same 
pen that wrote the speech Koivisto had delivered along- 

side Reagan. “Finland's contribution to world affairs 1s, 
naturally. small. We nevertheless want to act decisively 

within Our means to control international conflicts and 

promote peaceful solutions,” Korvisto struck a balance 
with his 1983 speech. 

Is neutrality now an outmoded word for describing 
Finland's position” Many experts are of this opinion, but 
few are bold enough to say so outright. The change in 
attitudes has been so swift. 

It 1s only a year and a half since Gorbachev's visit to 
Finland and the Soviet Union's first clearly worded 

support for Finland’s neutrality. 

A great deal has happened since Gorbachev's visit: The 

division of Europe into two camps has broken down, and 

the CSCE countries have torn down the old border fences. 
The neutral countries aspire to membership in the EC, 
which 1s being considered in Finland, too. The roles have 
changed in the domestic debate. The ultra-Left 1s calling 
for neutrality while opposing EC membership. 

The importance of the word “neutrality” will be weighed 
the next time Koivisto visits Moscow, in June. After all, it 
has also been explained that the Soviets support neutrality 

because our neighbor wants to prevent Finland from 
yorning the EC, with its neutrality proclamation. 

As a counterpressure, it may well suit Finiand to empha- 

size participation in European cooperation, especially 

economic integration, and to convey neutrality im public 

Statements more as insurance for a rainy day 

* Progress in EES Negotiations Examined 

YIENOSYOA Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 

in Finnish 15 May ¥1 p 2 

{Unattributed editorial: “Stull Problems With the EES”| 

{ Text] The EES (European Economic Space), a common 
market area cxatending from the Mediterranean to the 
Arctic Ocean, 1s still a viable alternative in the develop- 

ment of European integration over the next few years 

The EES almost foundered in Brussels before sufficient 
political determination was found to rescue the project 

As a result, all the EFTA [European Free Trade Associ- 
ation} countnes—Switzerland and Iceland, as well—are 
still taking part in the EES talks. 

The rescue of the negotiations 1s undeniably an achieve- 
ment, but it serves no purpose to pompously speak of a 
breakthrough produced by the ministers. Nowhere near 

all the problems have been solved. The negotiation 
process was only in part rescued through genuine con- 

cessions on both sides. The--very many—remaining 
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problems were sent back to the officials at the negot- 
ating table with vague instructions. 

One of the toughest problems has constantly been joint 

decisionmaking by the members on an equal basis. This 
issue has now been resolved. EFTA will be heard on EC 
legislative Committees. Every EFTA country will also 

have the right to veto proposals. In practice, the matter is 

not quite that simple because. if one EFTA country 
vetoes a proposal, it drags the others with it. That 1s to 
say. EFTA must speak with one voice. 

Decisionmaking will, in any case, also be an important 
compromise for Finland. It will not be based on an equal 
voice, but scarcely anyone had expected that 1 would any 
more. It 1s, however, better than the original EC offer. 

We may also bet that there will be dramatic develop- 

ments as the EES talks progress because Iceland's essen- 
tial fishing industry and the joint EFT A-country fund for 
the poor EC countries in connection with it are still 
completely open to discussion. 

We are in any case somewhat closer to an agreement on 
the EES than before. although we may once again be 

mistaken about the timetable. A small delay 1s not one of 
the biggest problems that lie ahead of us. Whether 
Switzerland and Iceland ultimately join the EES is much 

more important. There ts no sure answer to this ques- 
tion, but the difficulties at the conference of ministers 
presage the possibility that Switzerland may very well 

Stay out of the EES. It may, however. initial an agree- 
ment in the course of this summer. 

The ministers’ promise of a balanced EES agreement 
offers Iceland little hope. It is common knowledge that 
Iceland will not obtain a balanced agreement without 
fishing and the exception [to the rules] that goes with it. 

From Finland's standpoint, there are no longer any 
major problems, scarcely esther for Sweden and Austria, 
which aspire to become EC members. The EC ministers 

also once agin indicated that they have the political will 

to reach an agreement on the EES quickly. There ts a 
need for affirmation now that approval of membership 

in the EC 1s growing. and also that EC views on mem- 
bership are becoming increasingly encouraging 

The EES will probably materialize, but, before that 
happens, the EC Commission will have to fight for an 

agreement in its own member countries as well as in the 
European Parliament. We will scarcely be spared sur- 
prises in the future, esther 

* Committe Chairman Paasio on EES Talks 

YIENOS96C Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 16 May 9/1 p A3 

[Unattributed article: “Foreign Affairs Commitice Again 
Receives Report on the European Economic Space: 
Paasio Concerned Over Development of Cracks in the 

European Free Trade Association’) 

FBIS-WEL-91-120 
21 June 1991 

{Text] Parliamentary Foreign Affairs Commitice 
chairman Pertti Paasio (Social Democrat) regards with 
concern the development of cracks in the unity of the 
EFTA [European Free Trade Association] countries at 
the EES [European Economic Space] conference. 

In Paasio’s estimation, the dispute with Iceland over 

fishing and Switzerland's change of heart may be a sign 
that “the second pillar of the EES. EFTA, is not as firm 

as was originally planned.” 

Foreign Minister Paavo Vayrynen (Center Party), Foreign 
Trade Minister Pertti: Salolainen (Conservative), and 
Under Secretary of State Veli Sundback reported on the 
conference to the Foreign Affairs Commitice on 
Wednesday. 

Paasio feels that the mutual understanding thal was 
reached on the form decisionmaking 1s to take 1s very 
satisfactory. “A result was achieved at the conference 

that still seemed to be quite impossible in December.” 
former Foreign Minister Paasio asserted. 

He described Salolainen and Vayrynen’s reports on the 
achievements of the conference “as being somewhat 
slanted.” Vayrynen had reported to the commiutice his 

view that the EES agreement may be of longer duration 
than many think ut will. 

Paasio described Vayrynen’s estimate of the situation as 
speculation. He did not himself want to take a stand on 

EC membership. but he did point out that Finland has 
over three and a half years to consider the matter 

Paasio stated that the EC is not prepared to initiate 

negotiations on any new applications for membership 

before 1993, and that membership might be a fact by the 

beginning of 1995, at the ecarhest. 

Paasio stressed the fact that Parlhament cannot serve as 
a partner in the negotiations. However, the Foreign 
Affairs Committee will receive a copy of the teat of the 
agreement in the fall. 

Paasio thought that it would serve no purpose to issuc a 
report or Communique On integration any more this spring. 
but that st would be very necessary at some later time 

Paasio emphasized that the EES agreement will also 
affect the country’s internal affairs. He urged the com- 
mittees to ask the ministries of their own arcas of 
competence for information on integration even betore 
the summer break. This way, Paasio believes, Parliament 
would be better prepared to discuss integration night 
away in the fall. 

* Vaeyrynen’s Suitability for Post Questioned 

YIENOSY2IA Helsinki SUOMEN AUVALENTI 
in Finnish 3 May 91 p 7] 

\Jukka Tarkka commentary: “Minister’] 
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[Text] In hes memoirs, Dr. Aht: Karjalainen made refer- 
ence to Foresgn Minister Paavo Vacyrynen’s Ieticr to 

Karjalainen. lt related Vaeyrynen’s conversation with 
Viktor Viadimuiroy, ministerial adviser to the Sovoect 

Embassy and a known KGB officer. in September 1981 

The subject was the presidential clections and [Fin- 
land's] trade with the Sovict Union 

Ihe tall betore last. thes report seemed to shake up 

Finland's entire political structure. Our national fixed 

Siar and durable minisicr was suddenly on the defensive 
Vaesrynen fought for his political cxrstence. at first 

Stumbling mm panic, then systematically and skillfully 

I was the editor of Karjalainen’s book. which 1s why | 
was in the eve of the storm. The divisive controversy was 

duc to the tact that | had given a copy of the letter about 
Viadimiroy to SUOMEN KU VALEHTI for publication 

One should have objectively defensible grounds for 
politecal conclusions 

The parhamentary Constitution Commitice investigated 
the matter and confirmed the fact in the report of its 

findings im August 1989 (17 November 1989) that Vaey- 
rynen had conversed with Viadimiroy im such a way that 

the latter “may have gotten the impression that 1 might be 

possible to influence the presidential clections through 

trade relations or that such behavior might even be 
approved.” 

According to the commiutice’s report, “thes sort of con- 
versation 1s not im keeping with a foreign affairs mints- 

ters position.” and i may “be regarded as indiscrect 
but at cannot be viewed as being ilegal behavior gov- 
cerned by the law covering a minister's responsibilities.” 

Voters gave Vaeyrynen full absolutwon in March. There 

i$ MO Might of appcal against this cxoncrating judgment 

Only the public can reverse ut. Mercy 1s meres even if ot 

iS atiributable to a poor memory. So. political conclu- 

sions are drawn at the parhamentcrs level. A member of 

Parlamen.’s post 1 what is at issuc mm parhamentary 

elections There 1s nothing in the Constitution that 
ordains that members of Parhament clected with the 

largest number of votes must be appomted ministers 

That +s based on a different consideration 

The new government's ministerial portfolios were 

assigned on the basis of the clection results, negotiations 
between the parties, and the view capressed by the 

president's silence. The process of forming the govern- 
ment was formally flawless 

So now we have a foreign minisicr who behaved indis- 

creetly during hrs previous term in office and acts ma 
way that 1s inappropriate for his position. Thies pudgment 

iS the political statement of the most highly regarded 

committee of a Parhament that receives its power from 

the people. Neither the resu’ s of the electrons, the party 

negotiations, nor the president's position refutes thes 

fact. From our standpoint, the significance of the Con- 
Stitutron C ommutiee report for all the important foreign 
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ministry reports, analyses of Finland, and the biograph- 
cal data on Vacyrynen’s political career became 

apparent in the fall of 1989 

His consultations regarding Finland's domestic policy 
with Brezhnev's Sovict power machine during its dying 

days do not increase international confidence im Vacy- 
rynen’s judgment and iniclicctual stamina. The sur- 
prising reserve displayed by the decisionmakers of for- 
cign powers toward the new foreign minister also has an 
effect on Finland's position. This ts why Vaeyrynen’s 

appomtment was a serous mistake 

Sad to say. but I can mmagine why Vacyrynen’s path to 

the position of minister was smoothly prepared for him 
So many government policy shapers were apparently so 

familiar with the Viadimiroy conversation situation. and 

the whole problem was so insignificant because of this 
that "1 was not even taken into consideration. Old-timers 

make old time policy 

We are certainly now safe from a new breach of protocol 

ike the Viadimiroyv conversation, whether us should 

involve a foreign minister or anyone whomsoever. The 
present Sovict Union ts of an entirely different kind, and 
its representatives are not Viadimirovs anymore. 

Of c.aurse, we may ask how jong a person should have to 

bear the burden of his former mistakes. It 1s, of course, 
10 years since the Viadimiroy conversation, bul, only a 

year and a half ago. Vaeyvrynen did not sce anything 

wrong in it. Right or wrong—my party 

And that 1s just the port: Is 1 on our national interest to 

appoint as foreign minister a person who was incapable 
of keeping the internal political interests of hes party 

separate from the interests of Finnish foreign policy the 

last tome he occupied that post” 

It +s odd that absolute silence 1s observed where a matter 

of principle 1s concerned, m this situation, but that 

someone making a fuss al a seminar on ships creates an 

awful stor. | would think that the world will certainly 

remaim on its fect, even if the foreign minister cannot 

hold his liquor in every situation. Although 1 would be 
mece if he could 

The Viadimiroy imcident gives rise to precisely the kind 
of suspicion above which a foreign minister, mn partic. 

ular, should absolutely be. Vacyrynen 1s not 

Finland's political system has, in my opinion, displayed 
reckless generosity as concerns key matters of principle 

* Greens Election of New Chairman Discussed 

YVIENOSOOC Helunksi HELSINGIN SANOMAT 

im Finnish 20 May 91 p ~ 

{[Anna-Rutta Sippola article “Saurs Would Declare 
Kuuskosk: a Surtable Greens Candidate for President” | 

[Text] Hameentinna (HS)—New Greens chairman 

Pekka Sauri does not consider it umpossible that Eeva 
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Kuuskosk: (Center Party). Minister of Social Affairs and 
Health. would be the Greens candidate for the Presi- 
dency. Saur: was elected chairman of the Greens on 
Sunday after Heidi Hautala resigned from her post. 

Saur let ut be understood that Kuuskoski might be the 
Greens candidate in the 1994 elections if the Center 
Party does not nominate her as its candidate. 

In Sauri’s opinion. the president should be a woman. and 

Kuuskoski 1s the woman most worthy of consideration 
maong the potential women candidates. Sauri. to be 
sure, noted that now 1s not the right time for a discussion 
of presidential candidates among the Greens. 

He did not know when and how the party would nomi:- 
nate is candidate for the presidential elections. 

Sauri did not feel absolutely necessary for a Green 
candidate to .un in the race for the Presidency. It is. in 
his Opinion. more important for a candidate to have a 
chance of being elected 

The Greens held their two-day party congress at the 
Communist-controlied Sirola Institute near Hameen- 
linna. Candidate issues dominated the congress. The 
posts of chairman, two vice chairmen. and party secre- 

tary were to be filled. The election of a party secretary 
was postponed until the fall congress to be held in 

November. at the latest. Among other reasons. the fact 
that it would not pay to pay the party secretary a salary 

during the quiet summer season and that, by this fall. the 
new parts leadership would have time to see what sort of 
assistant it needs were cited as the grounds for this 

The third reason was that good new candidates may 
appear in the race in the fall. They meant. by this. 

primarily the Green parhamentary delegations legisia- 
tive secretary, Tuya Braxia,. whom they expect to be the 
Greens new strong woman 

\ Man Like Steve McQueen 

The election of a chairman kept the congress in suspense 
for two days. Finally. Pekka Sauri was elected with a 

clear majority. He received 31 votes. Osmo Soininvaara., 
who was dropped trom Parliament, garnered 21 votes 
Five congress delegates supported former MP Kalle 
Konkkola. and two of them Ina Ruonala of Kuopio 
Teuvo Niemela of Ivalo withdrew from the race 

The Greens emphasized that there are no real differences 
in approach between chief contestants Sauri and Soinin- 

vaara. but that it 1s a matter of two different types of 
people 

Saur was praised for getting along fine with different kinds 
of people and for knowrng how to talk, whereas Soimin- 

vaara s way of presenting his views may be more direct 

Somninvaara was supported by MP Paavo Nikula, among 
others. Members of Parhament Pekka Haavisto, Erkki: 
Pulliainen. and Eero Paloheimo heaped praise on Sauri 
Pulliarnen gave Sauri great credit for the party's big 
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election victory. As for Paloheimo. he praised Sauri for 
being one of the most gifted people he knows 

“Furthermore, he reminds one of Steve McQueen.” 
Paloheimo declared. 

Sauri 1s a psychologist and doctor of philosophy. To 

those who listen to the radio at night. he 1s known for his 
“Nightline” program. Sauri was elected party secretary 

of the Greens last November 

Sauri will be 37 at the end of this month. He 1s 10 days 
younger than Center Party chairman Esko Aho and the 

youngest of the Parliament party leaders 

Haavisto Was Almost a Dark Horse 

Pekka Haavisto was also worthy of consideration as a 
candidate for the chairmanship at the congress. Enjoying 
great popularity in the party. Haavisto was believed to 
have prevented a confrontation between Sausi and Soin- 

invaara. 

However. his candidacy was overturned by a decision 

made by the Greens in 1989. according to which a 
member of Parliament could not up to now be elected 
leader of the party. Through the decision. they wanted to 
prevent power from being concentrated in the parlia- 

mentary delegation. 

Support for a reversal of the decision has come from the 
current parliamentary representatives. in particular 
Sauri. too, would have been prepared to rescind the rule 

However, the motion was defeated in the congress hall 
by a vote of 44 to 13. 

The Greens elected as vice chairmen Pauli Valimaki of 

Tampere and Ulla Klotzer of Espoo, who had earlier 
served in the RKP [Swedish People’s Party] 

Two vice chairman posts fell vacant when Satu Hass: 
was elected to Parliament and Helena Smirnoff wanted 
to resign for other reasons. The third vice chairman. 
Kalle Konkkola, will stay on until the end of his term in 
the fall. 

The election of party leaders who come almost entirely 

from Southern Finland was a disappointment to Ruon- 
alas supporters. in particular. Ruonala had initially been 

regarded as a strong candidate for vice chairman 

The Greens elect their leader once a year. The same person 

may be chairman for four years at the most. The maximum 
term for Hautala would have expired next fall 

Position on EES and EC Not Approved 

On Sunday. the congress decided to leave open a deci- 
sion on the position paper that had been drafted for it 

concerning the European Economic Space (EES) and the 
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EC. The Greens have quite different views among them- 
selves on European integration. The fact was also con- 
firmed at the congress that there was not enough infor- 
mation on the matter. The Greens also) hoped for a 

report from the government on the EES agreement that 
is being formulated. 

On the other hand, a position paper in which the 

construction of an additional nuclear power plant was 
considered to be unnecessary was approved. The con- 

struction of an artificial lake [and dam] at Vuotos was 
also condemned. The congress sent the Highway Admin- 
istration greetings, demanding that the use of salt on 
roads in the Salpausselka Ridge area be ended because 
salt 1s contaminating the groundwater. 

The congress also decided to begin to pay the vice 
chairmen a small amount to cover their expenses. It was 

also decided that Greens who occupy seats on the boards 
of directors of state companies would have to pay the 
Green League 10 percent of the fees they receive for 
attending board meetings. The Greens at present occupy 
seats on the boards of directors of the Imatra Power 
Company and the Development Area Fund, but they will 
be occupying a couple of more seats. 

* Defense Minister Acts on Conscript Complaints 

YIENOS94A Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 18 May 91 p A8 

[Text] The top military leadership 1s looking for ways to 
amend the present diversity in the training of conscripts 
and to alleviate the frustration the rank and file soldiers 
experience during the latter part of their military service. 
Defense Minister Elisabeth Rehn (Swedish Prople’s 
Party) summoned the following for a meeting nex week: 
Admiral Jan Kienberg,. commander of the Defense 
Forces, Lieutenant General Gustav Hagglund. chief of 
the General Staff, and Aimo Pajunen, chief secretary of 
the Ministry of Defense. 

According to surveys made on attitudes toward traimuing. 
about one conscript in three considers his training inad- 
equate. The conscripts who have undergone an cight- 
month-long military service have turned out to be more 
dissatisfied with their training than others 

“We will be discussing all different aspects of the 
Defense Forces,” Rehn said. “Both the content and the 
efficiency of the training will be discussed. We will also 
look into the length of training and the number of 
detachments because we are under threat of cutbacks 
just like everybody else.” 

According to Rehn, increasing the efficiency of the 
training of conscripts 1s a special concern for the highest 
command. All alternative solutions are still under con- 
sideration, and the defense minister did not want to 
commit herself to favoring any particular one of them at 
this time. However, she pointed out that a five- 

month-long military service 1s being tried out in Sweden, 
involving, at present, 7,000 conscripts. But, on the other 
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hand. a number of the Swedish conscripts picked out for 
technical duties serve a total of 15 months. 

“The possibility of a wider range of length of service may 
have to be considered for Finland, too.” Rehn said. “But 
it does not mean a lot in terms of savings because the 
salaries and the infrastructure will remain unchanged.” 

“There are many advocates of a five-day workweek,” 
Rehn points out. “That must be taken up in discussions. 

as well. | am prepared to have all solutions considered. 
on the highest possible level.” 

Even some officers have recently turned to supporting 
the idea of a shorter military service. Among those who 
have done so publicly 1s Lieutenant Colonel Erkki Hein- 
ila, chief of staff of the Mikkeli Military District. 
According to him, “the large gray mass of conscripts 1s 
gctting frustrated.” 

Heinila would compensate for the shorter military ser- 
vice by a corresponding increase in the frequency of 
Iraiming CXercises. 

“The Army reserves would have to be called in for 
training every two or three years,” Heinila calculates the 

consequences of a six-month-long military service. “The 
system would function best in this manner because our 
defense 1s based on an army of reserve forces.” 

Elisabeth Rehn suspects that the business sector will take 

a dim view of more frequent traming exercises. Colonel 
Pertts Vuolanto, chief of the traning department at the 
General Staff. suspects this, as well, adding that in 
Switzerland the annual traiming exercises are being cul 
under pressure from the business sector 

First 285-Day Conscripts Discharged 

The periods of service were changed at the beginning of 
1990 by establishing a 285-day-long military service in 
addition to the previous 240-day and 330-day periods. The 
new nine-and-one-half-months-long service was established 
for men designated to technical duties, such as drivers of 
various vehicles, military police, signallers of different 
branches, antitank personnel, and marine surveillors. 

At that time, the average number of days for each class 
was kept the same, which meant that some of the former 
eight-month duties were extended, and some of the 
1 1-month duties were condensed to the new length. The 
conscripts who started their 285-day service in August of 
last year were discharged on Friday. 

“Toward the end, we had training in guerila warfare. 
engineering, signaling, and so on.” said Toni Mikkila, a 
light infantry man from the Uusimaa Tank Battalion. “It 
would have taken only exght months to learn just anti- 

tank defense.” 

At Santahamina, outgoing coast guard conscripts, who 
trained at Isosaari, said the same thing, even though three 
different camps had been squeezed into the last 40 days. 
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“The new lot could very well have taken charge of the 
camps.” said Corporal Janne Mykra. “Yet there was 
plenty to do for the coast guard men.~ 

Light infantry man Peter Renfors, who had come from 
Australia to Santahamina to do his military service. said 
he beheves a six-month-long service ts long cnough. 
“Toward the end, there wasn't much to do but lic 
around.” Renfors explained. 

Our man from Australia said ut 1s casy for him to recall 

the toughest day of his military service: He returned 
from the Christmas holiday from the 40 degrees hot 
Brisbane to the Finnish 30 degrees cold winter to go on 
his first 25-km skiing jaunt in full combat equipment. 

Lieutenant Colonel Pentti Airio, commander of the 
Uusimaa Light Infantry Battalion, said that the new 
length of military service has inspired a lot of debate. 

“It 1s obvious that, for the Pasi drivers and medical 
orderlies, the longer service 1s necessary,” said Aino. “As 
far as the antitank men are concerned, the matter 1s 
under consideration because we have not yet started 
training on mussiles. It 1s possible that 1 wall be started, 
and, in that case. a longer service is justifiable.” 

Major Timo Lehtonen, from the training department of 

the General Staff, said that the feedback received at the 
General Staff on new length of service has been mainly 
positive. However, readjustments are to be expected. 

“The 240-day training 1s most problematic from the 
point of view of motivation, and this group is under 
special investigation,” Lehtonen said. “There are, of 
course, Challenges im technical tasks.” 

Erkki Heinila has a precise view on the new length of 
military service. “Nothing but a cosmetic change.” he said. 

Enterprises Cannot Afford Army's New Timetables 

Defense Minister Elisabeth Rehn last week received a 
reminder of how frustrating the military service can be 
for the rank and file men. Petter: Jekunen, an artil- 
leryman who was discharged last April, sent her an open 
letter signed by 82 former conscripts. 

Jekunen explained that, after basic tramming, he was 
placed in a five-member group of radarmen. all of whom 
had undergone civilian technical tramuing. 

“It 1s obvious that we could have been trained in a period 

of five months for fairly demanding technical tasks,” 
Jekunen wrote. “As a matter of fact, the previous lot of 
radarmen taught us so well that we were fairly competent 
in a couple of weeks and only needed some polish as 
radarmen after that.” 

On the remaining five months, Jekunen said, about six 
weeks were spent at various camps, and additional 
training took another couple of weeks 

“In other words, over three months were completely 
wasted. Weeks passed without anything special to do— 
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we slept on top of equipment boxes, sat in the canteen. 

lustened to the radio. Even occasional minor tasks began 
to feel too taxing. The lack of goals and things to do 
began to make us more and more frustrated and less 
inclined to do anything.” 

Jekunen and his cosignatores proposed that the military 
service be cul to six months. T’us would make 1 neces- 
Sary 10 provide more intensive traming and result in 

monctary savings. The men who signed the letter believe 
that cach conscript can be placed in tasks corresponding 

to his talents, and ut will not be necessary for the entire 
class to proceed at the pace of the slowest learner. 

“The fact 1s that 1 would be possible to go through the 
entire Defense Forces training program in one half of the 
time spent at present.” sand Jekunen in his letter. “No 
business enterprise can afford the present timetables of 
the Army.” 

* Applications for Officer Training Increasing 

YIENOS94B Helsinks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 18 May p AS 

[Text] More young men are interested in officer careers 
than in the past few years. This spring. 356 men applied to 
the Military Academy to start its four-year training for a 
career as an officer either in the Land Forces or the Navy 
A year ago, 308 men applied for the last three-year-long 
course. Out of the total number of this year's applicants. 
probably 150 to 160 will be accepted on the basis of an 
entrance examination. The application deadline for the 
Air Force officer training 1s 19 May. The Air Force accepts 
yearly 15 to 20 students for officer training. 

* Left Alliance Redefines Opposition Role 

VIE NOS48A Helsinki KANSAN UUTISET in Finnish 

IS Apr 91 p 7 

[Jarkko Saul article: “Left Alhance Opposition Line: 
Attempting Cooperation While Preserving Indepen- 
dence” | 

[Text] The Left Alliance [VL] intends to take the initiative 
in offering to hold talks with the Social Democratic Party 
[SDP] and the Greens in order to sound out the feasibility 
of cooperating in establishing an opposition program [in 
Parliament}. At the same time, while a VL-SDP/Green 
cooperation 1s important for both sides, they do not intend 
to forget their own independent positions. Collaboration 
might also be achieved regarding, for cxample, *\¢ social 
safety net issuc in discussion with the Center Party, which 
1s entering the government. 

Opposition policy planks were discussed on Wednesday 

{17 April] in a meeting of the VL executive commitice 
According to Chairman Claes Andersson, support 1s 
being sought particularly for the program presented by 

the VL to create jobs, with increased construction of 
subsidized housing seen as a central clement 
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Andersson considers «t a drawback that other parties 
have not taken a stand on this proposal. He thinks ut 

would be depressing if, witi. regard to the unemplyment 
raic, we Start to adjust goals downward to comply with 

“European figures” Other areas of cooperation are 
developing a safey net togethes with assuring and 
improving public services. 

Andersson hopes that the SDP will join along in the 
opposition to help construct an alternative program 

derived from the VL's political views and detailed pro- 
posals. while also keeping its long range goals in sight, 
and not be satisfied with just making preparations to 
return to the next government in company of either the 
Conservative or the Center Party. 

Andersson feels that joblessness should now be brought 
to the fore because of the danger thal 1 appears the 
rightward direction of the new government will be more 
accepting of wide unemployment. According to him, the 
VL regarding this 1s particularly opposed to proposals to 
cul employer contribution payments. 

Basic Program Being Prepared 

Deputy Chairman Kari Uotila feels that the trade union 
movement now also has an opportunity to increase its 
role. The trade umion movement, according to him, has 
for a long time been seen as functioning as a direct 
extension of government policy. 

Salme Kandolin, the [other VL] deputy chairman. 

emphasizes that the VL in any case intends, even while 

iN Opposition, to preserve its independence and not be 
bound to cooperating solely with the Red-Green camp. 

for example. The party should also clarify the content of 
VL programs and future prospects 

In the view of Party Secretary Matt: Vualainen, the VL 
should now find its role as specifically the party of the 
future and no longer be tied to the old. Among other 
things, this presupposes the renewal of the party program 

According to him, the party council meeting this weekend 
will be presented with an mmuitiative for this, including the 
drafting of a [new] statement of party principles. 

Vualainen also presented his wish that the future direc- 

tion of the Left would be in evidence already by May 

Day of next year. He thinks a goal should be for the Left 
to thus be able to celebrate May Day in unison as a new 
kind of national holiday 

* Feud Between Left Alliance, SKP(\) Continues 

VIE NOS4ISB Helunki KAANSAN UCUTISET in Finnish 
IS Apr Yi p 10 

[Unatinibuted article “Vualainen Denies Agreement 
Earsts, Finnesh Communist Party (Unity) Claams Dual 
Membership Has Been Agreed “| 

| Text) The dispute of the old Communist splinter faction 
that has been smoldering within the Left Alhance [VL] 1s 
in the process of being settled without resorting to 
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expulsion, according to the members of the Finnish 
Communist Party (Unity) [SKP(Y)]. 

The leadership members of the self-styled Minority Com- 
munist Organization of SKP(Y) would be permitied to 
continue their activities in the VL provided that they 
withdraw from leadership positions in the VL. Among 

them, « has been understood that this has already been 

agreed upon. 

According to the VL. this agreement 1s being worked out 
so that members of the SKP(Y) Central Commutice will 
not be named as candidates the next time the VL selects 
a delegation or ciects officers to higher bodies of the 
partly organization. 

Among those currently belonging to the VL executive 
committee are SKP(Y) Chairman Yryo Hakanen. The 
VL leadership has planned to dismiss Hakanen from the 
party for occupying two positions, and for, among other 
reasons, the pronouncements he made concerning policy 
on the Baltec countries. 

According to Party Secretary Matti Viualainen, any idea of 

expulsion is not being considered at this time, but the final 
outcome 1s entirely in the hands of the Minority [Commu- 
nists]. 

On Wednesday [17 April]. the leadership of the VL did 
not disclose the precise contents of the decision that 

supposedly might solve the problem. On the other hand. 
it has been said in SK PCY) circles that agreement 1s about 
to be reached by ending the mght of members to hold 
dual-leadership positions. and that it 1s belreved this will 

possibly put an end to the dispute. From the viewpoint 

of the SKP(Y). only approval of the Central Committee 
is lacking for final agreement 

Vualainen sees agreement between the VL and the 
SKP(Y) as not near. He pointed out that the VL will not 
make agreements with an organization engaged in par- 
allel activities and that the ball 1s entirely on the court of 

the SKPCY). Objectively. the dispute will be resolved 
only if the SKP(Y) decides to pull its representatives out 
of the VL leadership, but, according to the party secre- 
tary. the VL 1s excluding this decision 

The SKPCY) intends to continuc its activities. In May. 
the SKP(Y) congress will consider whether the SKP(Y) 
should operate as a partylike organization, bul not 

continue to be registered as a political party 

* Left Alliance Seen Losing Labor's Support 

YVIENOS48&C Helunks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 10 Apr 91 p 6 

[Unattrrbuted article: “Members of Central C ontedeia- 

tion of Finnish Trade Unions Eschew Organization 
Stands, Organization Survey Does Not Give Good 
Crade for Handling Wage Issucs”| 

[Text] Support for leftrst political parties has collapsed 
among members of the Central Confederation of Finnish 
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Trade Umons [SAK]. At the same time. nonaffiliation 
with political partes has markedly increased 

According to a poll of SAK membership published on 
Tuesday [9 April]. support for the left has diminished by 
nearly 14 percent im the past six years. Popularity of the 
Social Democratic Party [SDP] has declined from 28.9 
percent in the previous survey in 1984 to 19.1. and what 1s 

at present the Left Alliance [VL] dropping from 13.5 to 9.7 
percent. 

Almost one-quarter of members polled now identify 
themselves as nonaffiliated. which 1s nearly 11 per- 
centage points more than im the previous survey. The 
greatest nonaffiliation was among the youth 

Of those stating a party preference, 46.9 percent said 
they supported the SDP and 24.3 the Democratic Alter- 
native [DEVA] or the Finnish People’s Democratic 
League [SKDL]. Support for the SDP in 1984 was 54.2 
percent, and for the SKDL 25.4 percent. 

More than 2,000 SAK members replied to the poll, 
which was conducted carly last year. More than a third of 

these did not know or did ngt wish to disclose their 
political preferences 

Support for the left has mainly changed to “no prefer- 
ence” and not to the nonsocialist parties because support 
for the latter has risen less than one percentage pont. Of 

the nonsocialist parties, the Center Party [KESK] and 
the Conservative Party [KOK] have increased their 
support, while support for the other nonsocialist parties 
has been dropping. 

Support for the Center Party 1 now 5.2 percent and for 
the Conservative Party 2.1 percent of SAK members 
Support for the Greens 1s 2.3 percent. or almost the same 
as in the previous survey 

Critecrsm directed toward political organization activity 
has also increased. The number having a negative atti- 
tude toward this has risen from 20 to 26 percent. This 
trend 1s confirmed also by the respondents having said 
that they would partecipate more actively than at present 

in trade union activities if their unions would listen to 
opimons of the ordinary worker 

Nearly 60 percent of SAK members consider the union 
movement's most important task as the equalization of 

wage differences. Way behind this come the raising of 
real income (16 percent) and preventing pollution (10 

percent), The goal of full employment was left far 
behind, perhaps because the depth of the recession was 

not in sight when the survey was conducted 

The trade union movement got plaudits in the survey for 
the way it handled such matters as shortening work 
hours, job security, improving layoff protection, and job 

safety. The handling of such things as improving wage 
benefits and bringing about industrial democracy were 
considered weakest 
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Trade unions are being joined more than ever for sefish 
reasons. The most important reasons given were for job 
protection and wage benefits. Idealism and solidarity 
have decreased. Every 10th respondent stated he belongs 
to the umion because of practical necessity, with only 7 
percent having joined out of a spirit of solidarity. 

Hobbies and home are clearly more mmportant than work 
in their liwes. More than half of the men consider 
hobbies essential to the meaning of life. Of the women. 
less than half appreciate home life most. The young 
especially appreciate the role of hobbies 

Work 1s considered the central meaning in life most often 
by those over age 50, with 1t being thought most important 
by every 10th of this group. Not one of the youngest 
workers found the essential meaning of life in his job 

The lessening of the significance of work 1s explained by 
SAK not only by general societal trends, but also by the 
fact that many SAK members perform types of jobs they 
do not enjoy 

Political Party Preferences of SAK Members 

1984 1990) 

(on percent) 

SDP | mY | 19) 

DEVA | mi | 10 

SKDIL | Tr | s? 

KESK | T | $2 

Greens I D4 | 23 

KOK | 6 | rT 

( naffihated | 14) it Me 

Deo not know i 10} 7 17 

- + 
Refuse to answer | 22.3 I 234 

Norway 

Soviet Relations After Gorbachev Visit Examined 

91P203784 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 

S Jun Yip 2 

[Guest commentary by Conservative Party Leader Kaci 
Kulimann Five: “Norway and the Soviet Union” ] 

{Excerpts} Michail Gorbachev's visit to Oslo gives reason 
to reflect upon our relations with our large neighbor in the 
East. Obviously, on such occasions, we will state clearly 
what we do nA like about the neighbor's conduct. The 
Norwegian reople—and all Norwegian parties—condemn 
the acts of iyranny the Soviets have been guilty of against 
the Baltic countries. [passage omitted] 

At the same time, t 1s favorable that we have the 
opportunity to have political contact at a top level at thes 

port. It has mot been casy for Norway to get into a 
position to hold such dialogues carlrer. This opportunity 
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to take up umportant Norwegian interests with the Sovict 

Union 1s. therefore, gratifying. | hope the visit can be 

used to create a more methodical political dialog 
between the two neighbors. 

The situation on the North today 1s far more complex than 
that of two or three years ago. Then, security policy 
prubiems totally dominated. As a neighbor of a super- 
power, where the Kola [military] base will continuc to be 
of vital significance, we would do well to assume that this 
continues to be a challenge we must take seriously. Bul the 
news of a satssfactory solution to the Soviet's adherence to 
the CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe] agreement gives 
hope that thrs wall be less matic on the future. 

But a whole bunch of new challenges have emerged. | am 
thinking especially of important environmental and 

resource rssucs. Granted, some of these are not new. This 
holds true especially of the demarcation line in the 

Barents Sea. On thes rssuc, the government 1s pursuing a 

line whech has widespread support 

(tf the “new” problems | would especially like to men- 
tron the neckel works on the Kola Peninsula, nuclear tests 
on Novaya Zemlya, and the treatment of nuclear mate- 

nal at civilian and military installations. Considerable 
environmental problems have surfaced which demand 
that we follow new avenues of cooperation. 

The Syse government lifted the <Siorts on pollution from 
the nickel works out of the oureaucratic mold. The prime 
minister engaged himself deeply and lent political atten- 

ton and strength to the matter, thus beginning to pro- 
duce results. Now, 1 1s important that the matter docs 

not ship back mto routine treatment. It 1s now in a 

difficult phase. That 1s precisely when constant and 
visible engagement at a high poliical level 1s decisive. So 
tar we have not seen thes kind of engagement from the 
present government. | hope this picture will now change 

We must also pursue new avenues in the other environ- 

mental questions. The Syse government took several such 
initiatives. A Nordic suggestion was proposed for a visit of 
an interdisciplinary group of experts on Novaya Zemlya 

Al the same tome we put forth a set of suggestions with a 
view toward wider exchange of information and observers 
along “ith mspections im connection with possible envi- 

ronmentai threats. Such efforts could yield increased con- 

fidence and security. This work must be continued both 
bilaterally and within the CSCE negotiations 

Norway has no expertise with respect to treatment of 

nucicar material. We must seck to create a broad dialog 
with the Soviets on these questions so that we can draw on 
countries that have the necessary experience and expertise 

(ur goal 1s to develop a more reassuring Soviet treatment 
of all such materials. The Chernobyl accident has unfortu- 
natcly shown us all too vividly how poorly such security 

considerations are handled in the Soviet Union 

The Norwegian-Soviect tics include considerable possibil- 

itres for worthwhile cooperation. But they also include a 

potential for conflicts of mterest. We must, therefore. 
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make sure thal our own Country 1s securcly anchored in 

the Atlantic and West European communities 

At the same time, a broadened cooperation with the 

Sovect Union must be rooted in important principics in 

Norwegian policy. Not the least of which 1s the relation- 
ship with the Baltic countries. We must act with deter- 
mination and credibility. Such determination will make 

it casier—not more difficuli—to achieve results which 
benefit both parties in the Norwegian-Sovict dialog 

Poll Results on EC Membership Sentiment Reported 

91P 203834 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 
14 Jun 91 po 

[Editorial Report] Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian on 
14 June publishes on page 6 under the heading “The 
No-Side Has Regained the Lead” results of a poll taken 
between 10 and 12 June on Norwegian sentiment toward 
EC membership. Interviews of 1.003 individuals were 
conducted by telephone where the question posed was “If 
there were a referendum on Norwegian EC membership 
tomorrow, which way would you vote: most definitely yes, 
probably yes, probably no, or most definitely no?” 

Results obtained by the Opinion A/S poll show that 23 
percent sand they would most definitely vote for mem- 

bership, 17 percent said they would probably vote in 
favor, 29 percent said they most definitely would vote 
against membership, 15 percent said they would prob- 

ably vote against, and 16 percent were uncertain. 

Those cxapressing definite or probable support for E¢ 
membership now have 40 percent of the vote, compared 

to 47 percent in May. Those expressing definite or 
probable opposition now have 44 percent of the vote. 
compared to 38 percent in May. The group of those who 
are uncertain has grown from 14 percent in May to 16 

percent in June. The margin for error varies between two 
and three percentage points 

Other results obtained indicate an opinion swing among 
Labor Party voters. In May. 53 percent supported F( 
membership, today only 42 percent are in favor. The 

percentage of Labor Party voters opposing membership 
has increased from 33 percent in May to 39 percent in 
June. 

* Command's Recommended Defense Cuts Seen 

YIP203804 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwoman 

I2 Jun Yi pd 

[Morten Rod article: “Suggest Weakened Coastal 
Defense” 

[Text] The Armed Forces Supreme Command 1s working 
with furnous speed to bring operational capenditures 

down. Five coastal artillery facilities are now recom- 
mended for closure. According to the plans. Sola and 

Flesiland Air Bases will be reorganized 
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The detense department 1s working with a new Storting 

proposal which will be presented in late September or 

carly October, The organizational changes are wide- 

ranging and the Army's affected divisions have a dead- 
line of 29 July to outhne the conseguences of the 

imitsatives which are recommended 

Most radical 1s the recommendation to shut down the 

Infantry’s training division at Steinkycrsannan. and the 
recommendation to merece the Navy's three recruit 

training schools at Hysnes, Odderoya, and Madila 

The reduction of wage capenditures for the defense 
budgct this year and the planned figures for the period 
1992-97 mean that approxmately 4.000 man-labor vears 

must be clominated. Gradual personne! cutbacks from 

now until 1997 are planned. the Supreme Command 
says. Operational expenditures must be dramatoicalls 

reduced. and today the following new maticrs are before 
the Supreme Command for consideration 

—( losure of the coastal artillery facilities at Skorhiodden 

Fort in Tromso Naval Drstrict. Hysnes Fort mn Tron- 
dclag. Hundvag Fort. except Tau, in Rogaland. Odd- 

erova Fort in Arnistiansand. And the 105-muillimeter 
battery at Oscarsborg Fortress in Drobak 

—Reorganization of Sola Main Aw Base and Ficsland 

Au Base to cadre Mtations—stations manned only by a 

skeleton staff of key personnel. The stations can be 
reactivated on short notice. The Aw Force station at 

Vardo 1s also recommended for reorganization 

—Closure of the Armed Forces Psychological and Edu- 

cational C enter. Some of the center's functions will be 

turned over to other sectors in the Armed Forces. A 
number of psychologists will be transferred to the 

Supreme Command to take on duties in management 

and organizational devclopment 

—( losure of the torrp-do workshops and storage facil 

ties at Ostoya, Horten, in the Ostland Naval Drstrict 
as well as on Bodo 

—Reorganization of the workshop structure im the 
Army. The changes will lead to altered routines and 

requirements at the individual workshop, and the 
transter of Brigade 6 to North Norway 

—Reorganization of the system of ammunitions storage 
within the Ostland District Command. Former arse- 
nals will become ammunition storage facilities 

—Reorganization of the Air Force air defense mobiliza 

thon. A totally new structure im this areca 1s being 
mapped out 

—Decommrssroning of five Storm class motorized tor: 

pedo boats over the coming years 
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100 Points 

The above-named recommendations are taken from the 
Armed Forces’ 100-poent Inst. whech describes 100 con- 

Crete muitiatives for reducing opcratung capenses. The lest os 

graduated. bul the recommendations are sent oul consec- 

utively to the emplovees aficr review im the Supreme 
( ommand 

Presenily. no one om the Supreme Command has an 

overvicw of how many positions will be clomuinated by 

the recommended imitsatives, or how many millions of 
kroncr im savings the rcorganization will account for 

This equation 1s being worked on by the military 

supreme command 

“We are facing hard tomes.” says the aciong chief of the 

Supreme Command's Press and Intormation Depart- 
ment. Commodore Sty Morten Karlsen 

“We are working under tremendous pressure to meet the 
depariment’s demands. | want to emphasize that the 
mitsatives are a result of the cconomn framework cond- 

tons which the Armed Forces have been given.” says 

Karlsen 

“The Supreme Command's objective has been find out 
where one can cul to gain the greatest possible cconomn 

return, without weakening the defense capability. Unless 

the framework conditions are changed, we must go to 

work in an even more dramatic way om the near future 

Then we will really have to depart from the ‘cheese ser 
principle and shut down whole divissons— 

With today's organizational structure. the Army has. ‘~ 

crsampic. too many units that tram soldecrs for the 

mobilization army. In the future armed forces structure 
the number of traning sites must be reduced 

“We necd fewer and more ctlective« 

Karisen told AFTENPOSTEN 

raining sitcs 

No Comment 

“T wall absolutely not comment on any of the reorganiza 
ronal recommendations the Supreme Command is now 

dealing with.” says Defense Minister Johan Jorgen Holst 

(only afier the concrete plans have been sent to the 

ministry, will Holst case up on the mformatron Diackout 
and comment on what he thinks of the muistary leaders 

recommendations for the reorganization of the Armed 

Forces 

“| know that the Supreme Command ms engaged im a 

wide-ranging cflort to adjust the organization to the 

imitations imposed by the Stortreng. And they are 

severe. savs Holst 

The defense minister adds that he has received many 

recommendations trom local politrcans around the 
country But sust the same he will not comment on the 
maticr before the recommendations have arrived at the 

minmsiry 
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* Investments Made by Top Firms in FC Viewed 
VIE NOSSIA Oslo AFTENPOSTEN om Norecman 
Ji] May Yips 

[Yngve Hellestol article: “The Figures For 1989-90 
Investments Worth 8.3 Billon Kroner mm the EC™] 

[Teat) In the past two years. the largest Norwegian 
industrial companies invesied approxmmatcly 8&8 3 bellron 
kroner mm EC countries. Ths ss almost onc-half of what 
these same companies invested in Norway. Investments 
mm other parts of the world accounted for the remamder 

Elkem 1s one of the big companies that wishes to put 
more mio mvesiments on the continent m future years. 
whereas Norske Skog has plans to mvest 5.5 bullron 
kroner in Norway during the period 1990-94. The com- 
pany will also invest one-half billon kroner mm France 

(of the total investments mm Norway and EC countries m 
1989 and 1990. one-third went to the EC arca whereas 
two-thirds were invested mm Norway, according to mfor- 
mation provided by the biggest companies on mvest- 
ments on the last couple of years. The total investments 
of the biggest industrial companies were lower mm 1990) 
than om the previous year 

The companies rnvested a total of 17.5 ballon kroner on 
Norway mm 1989 and 1990 Including investments om the 
EC cowntres, the companies’ overall invesiments came 
to about 26 bilhon kroner. In addition there were mnvest- 
ments mm other parts of the world 

How ereat investment will be mm the years to come is 
wncertam. The question of whether there will be a 
European Economic Space [EES] agreemem and 
whether Norway will become a member of the EC wall to 

a great extent influence the decisions made by Norwe- 
gian companies. The sense of most of the signals and 
Statements from private business and industry 1s onc of 

uncertainty over whether Norway's relatronship to the 
EC will reduce the willingness to invest in Norway 

“Clearly today’s investment climate m Norway rs char. 
acterized by what we could call Europessemism. om 
contrast to what we are secmg im all the other countries 
of Europe.” Norsk Hydro’s President Egil Mykicbust 

told AFTENPOSTEN carher thes week. However he did 
not wish to discuss how many industrial startups Norway 
could mrss out on if the country remains outside the E« 

Siv Billion Kroner 

Norske Skog's investment plans are reasonably clear for 
the years to come: Sin billron kroner mm investments for 
the perrod 1990-94 1s the goal. Five and one-half of thes« 
tillon are to be invested mm the company's Norwegian 
firms. Norske Skog will use the remaiming onc-half 
tilhon om connection with mvesiments m a new news- 
print factory im France, where the company has a 49 

percent ownership share 

(4 the 5.5 tilhon kroner which will go mito Norway 
three billion will be used for an mvesiment im a new 
paper-making machine at Saugbrugsforeningen in Hal- 
den. The firm will spend 800 millon kroner mm Tofte. In 
thes onstance the talk 1s of both mvesiments to mcrease 
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Capacity and cnvironmental protection mvesiments 

Furthermore Norske Skog well spend 1.1 billbon kroner 
to complete the upgrading of ots activity om Skogn mm 

Trondclag. and 4X) millon to update three lumber 
plants, on addition to a number of other smalicr propects 

Fikem Wants the F( 

The mvestment figures whech have deen published for 
Elkem are based on estrmates. The company docs not wish 

to go into details when ft comes to discussing where they 
will wnvest, but wishes mmstcad to tic such figures to 
business areas. However what rs clear 1s that Elkem wants 
to spend a greater share of 1s overall invesiments on the 
continent mm connection with aluminum and processing 

plants. Tradstronally Elkerm’s mvesiments have been 
divided so two-thirds were on Norway and one-third was m 

the U.S. and Canada while the EC areca was the target for 
extensive Elkem investments to a lesser extent 

Thes picture will now change Byorn Segrov. Elkem’s 
director of mmformation, told AFTENPOSTEN that the 
company also has reasonably large cxpanson plans for its 

aluminum buseness in Norway but that bringrng these 
plans to frurton s dependent on reaching agreements 

concerning the delivery of clectrie power at acceptable 
prices 

Big in Spain 

Investments om Norway and abroad vary from year to year, 

a fact attested to by no less than the central bank's currency 

Statistics. In the case of Aker, thes os truc if we look at the 
EC area. In 1989 Aker mvested over twice as much om EC 

countnes as ut did in Norway: The company spent 19 
billon kroner to purchase a segneficant ownership share in 

a Spanish cement-making firm In addition, approxmmatets 

400 milhon kroner went to Castle Cement m Creat 

Britain. In 1989 mnvesiments om Norway totaled an esti- 
mated one tullron kroner. The followeng vear the situatron 
was reversed: Invesiments m Crreat Britain and Portugal m 
1990 were approxwmatcly SOO millon whereas mm Norway 
the firm reported a deficnt of one billon kroner 

In the case of Norsk Hydro. mnvestments here at home 
were more than twice as hegh om both vears. However 

beginning rm 1989 its EC mvestments rose whereas they 

declined somewhat in Norway The EB conglomerate 
stayed at the same level mm both 1989 and 1990 m 

Norway whereas more was spent on mvesiments m the 

EC mm 1990 than on the preveows vear 

hvaerner Invests in Norway 

Kvaerner also sncreased its rnvestments in EC countries 
from $0 mullon kroner on 1989 to 200 mulhon kroner m 

1990. Even if the mncrease vs large on terms of percentage 

the sums of moncy remain small compared with what the 
company has reported regardeng its activity im Norway 

In 1989 the firm of Kvaerner spent 1.5 tlhon on 
mvesiments mm Norway. and om 1990 the figure was 1.6 

tilhon, mchudeng the purchase of the Kleven group 

among other thongs 
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UK. US. Accused of Mixing Politics, Sports 
7120006143091 (Clandestine) Bayvrak Radi | 

(ire 1020 GMT OO Jun 9! 

n Jurkioh 

[Excerpt] Present Rauf Denktas has accused the 1 N 

Security Council, Britam., and the U nited Siaics of tryeng 
to keep the Turkish Cyprots away from other nations 

Denktas called on U.S. Pressdent George Bush to first 
implement the better world order, whech he clams he 

will establish, m Cyprus 

in a Statement at the tradstronal awards ceremony of the 

Nathonal Olympec Commuatice. Denktas sand that the 
(ivmpecs are meant to bring nateons together and added 
that even Britain, whech a guarantor country for 
Cyprus.  obstructong thes rapprochement with the 

Turkish Cypriots. The pressdent powunted out that. during 
politecal and sports ewents, the Coreck Cypriot side, under 

the gurse of the Cyprus Republic. rs trveng to create the 
mpressson that represents the Turkish Cypriots as 

well. Denktas warned the UN Securtty Counc mem- 

bers, above all Britarn and the United States. against 

presenting Cyprus as a gift to mempostors. Denktas 

explained to these countnes that goodwill and tnendship 

do not conform with such an attrtude 

( allong on cowntres that clarm to favor the solution of 

the ( yprus problem to act with common sense, Denktas 

stressed that the problem can be resolved within 24 

hours as long as the deceptive Crock € ypriot sade 1s told 
that 1 +s an empostor, Denktas remarked that thos who 

clanm that there 1 mo politics m sorts are actually 

imtroducmng politics mmto sports. He declared that those 
who remam silent m the tace of thes shametul polis 

agarnst the Turkish Cypriots cannot be trusted. [passage 

omitted] 

Denktas Criticizes Greek Religious Propaganda 

f 421000 ° 8091 (Clandestine) Bavrak Radi im Turkich 

Cyerws 15 20GMT OO Jun 9 

[Teat) Presedent Rauf Denktas has ported out that. as 
part of a plan. the Greek oreck Cypriot duo rs trying to 

provoke the rehgrows orgamzations m Europe into 

beheveng that Isiamec forces are besecging the Crock 
{ \pret Community 
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In a written statement he rssucd through the Prewdcnisal 

Press Comter. Denktas saed that a Gecrman journals 
who prefers to remam anonymous, pomted out that 

certam European organizatronms that would hic to we 

( yprus as a Cbrestsan cemter muaght be affected by the 
propaganda whech Greece os tryeng to propagaic al the 

hughes level. Denktas recalied that Glavios Alirdhrs 
leader of the Greek Cypriot Democrat Rally Parts 

called for the actrvation of the rehgrows organizations im 

Europe some terme ago. Denktas sand: Greece 1s trying to 
spread the rumor that a os berng surrounded by the 

mercasingly strengthening Islamia organizations in 

Europe and that the Turkesh menority m thal country 

m contact weth «atremrst relgrows organizations 

The presdent sand the German journals! warned thal 

thes Greek propaganda must not be underestimated. i 
has also been brought to our attentson, Denktas sand. that 
(sreece, whoch brongs up the Cyprus question at every 

mmiernational mecteng and makes everyone sick and tired 
of t. does not mmtend to start a dialogue with Turkey 

Presdent Denktas sand: The Grerman journalist told me 
that certamn government corcles are disturbed by this 
Coreck attrtude and are concerned about Greece's cflorts 

to portrays Turkey,—a secular couwntry—as a mullah 

administratron ke that mm fran. These government cir- 
cles beleve that Cereece 1s tryeng to cxplon the upooming 

Bush vest om thes way 

In hes written statement, Denktas also commented on 
Coreck Cypreot Foreygn Minister Lakovou's candidacy for 

the post of LN Greneral Assembly pressdent. This os a 

provecatron, Denmktas sand, addeng The Cireck Cypriot 

Admuinistratron, whah through armed force and decent 

usurped the mght to represent Cyprus as a whole, must 
not he allowed to caplon UN prenceples and regulations 

It ss worth moteng that the Goreck Cypriots are domg this 

at a tome when the UN secretary general and the US 
special coordymator for Cyprus are making cflorts to 
bring about negotiations on Cyprus 

Denktas stressed that the Crreck C ypreots, who have been 

sical the mghts of the Turkish Cypriots for the 

past 28 vears. must not be given the UN General 

Assemily Presedency as a premoewm. If such an clection 

takes place. Denktas warned. « well have a certamn 

outcome. Everyone must be aware of that 

is ing i 
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Three More Palestinians Deported: Total Now 11 

VC 7806200191 Athens Ellinths Radhiotoma Rad 

Network on Greek [A320 GMT 18 Jun 9! 

[Text] Three more Palestemans dctamned by the Athens 
polhoe were deported today The total number of 

deported reached 11. Nene more Palestemans are facing 
deportation while the case of former PLO representative 
Masud Ghandur is beng recxamined According to 
press reports, he may not be deported 

PLO representative Abdallah “Abdallah visited the New 

Democracy [ND] offices thes morning and had talks 
about the recent events and PLO-ND relations 

Police Release Former PLO Representative 

NVC 200616359! Athens Ellinths Radhiotoma Radw 
Network in Greek 1900 GMT OU Jun 9 

[Text] Palesteman Masud Ghandur. former PLO repre- 
sentative m Athens, was released at 1415 today after 

berg held by the Athens police for nune days. Ghandur 
told reporters that he will remarn mm Cireece and that we 

must look ahead and not dwell on the past 

Spokesman on Publication of Terrorist Statements 

VC 2006180791 Athens Ellinihs Radhiotoma Radi 

Network on Greek 1S00GMT OV Jun 9) 

[Text] The government 1s negotiating with all parties on 
the question of combatting terrorism and ensuring that 
no leaflets or statements issued by terrorist organizations 
are published im the future Government Spokesman 
Viron Poldhoras made this statement at noon today 
when he was asked whether the antiterrorism law was 
negotiable. Poldhoras added that the law is the law 

stressing, however, that the government docs not mtend 
to seck approval of a law on the press 

* KAE's Identity, Present Troubles Discussed 

* Party's “\-Ray' 

VIESOCILA Athens PONDIAT on Greek 12 Apr oi 
,% 7 

PP «as 

{[Unatiributed article: “Thrs Is the Communrst Party of 
Greece | 

[Excerpt] Name: KKE [Communnst Party of Greece) 

Age 73 

Description: party of the 40 pluses. with a large per- 

centage of those with a higher education 

¥O percent male. “0 percent 
with a higher education 

Composition of lead 
45.44 years old, 70, 

Compoution of officials 88.22 percent male. 11.78 

percent female. average age 40, 54.52 percent with a 

higher education, 62 percent salaried white collar bive 
collar urban workers 

GREECE x” 

Thais the “a-rtay” of the oldest Coreck party as presented 

m the latest msuc of KOMMOUNISTIAKI EPITHEO.- 

RIS] by Dinos Rouwtzouns. a member of the KKE 
ideological Commutice and checf of the Poliical/Social 

Research Section 

Two months after the | Mh Congress and while the crisis 
s far from over, the KKE Central Commutice’s monthly 

theoretical pournal has atiempted to provide an “\-ray” 

of the party. offering conclusions of smmediaic interest 
not only to the KKE but to all polrtecal parties 

1. The KKE’s hestory since 1974 can be divided into two 

phases: after some §) years of Clandestine carstence, 

was essentially “built” from scratch m the 1970's, 

acquired a mass following, and won new supporters. 
pomarnly among young people. It was the cra of 
euphoria. On the other hand, mm the 1980's « suffered 

fowr “mayor shocks.” as the study calls them. despite 

mayor politecal successes (creation of the Coalition [of 

the Left and Progress]. entry into the government) 

¢ The “Eastern or sdeological shock.” with the collapse 
of “a closed. mnclastic system of valucs. principles 

and guidelines.” which (along with screntific and 
social changes) creates the need for “a different view 
of the Socsalrst visro3.” 

¢ The “Western shock” (Greece porns an imcreasingly 
powerful EEC while on the other hand predictions of 
a stronger CEMA and Nonaligned Movement prove 
woctully mcorrect) 

¢ The “organizational shock.” with the loss of appros- 
mately 100,000 members (12.000 after the 12th 

Congress) and the virtual halving of the membership 
today. the tendency to become a party of officials, the 

splinterings (KNE [Communist Youth of Cireece] 
NAR [expansion not given])). the current “division,” 
eu 

¢ And (last but not least) the “social shock” affecting 

the makeup of the party's supporters and voters, with 

large losses on the working class, the western (working 

class) suburts of Athens, the large mdustrial units 

and young people 

The report also notes that 

¢ Surveys mndicate that between 1985 and 1990 the 

KKE lost the votes of 3 percent of the clectorate 
while its influence among young people aged 18-25 
was virtually halved (from 22 percent to 12 percent) 

¢ In the November 1989 clection ut lost working class 

support to PASOK [Panhellenic Socialist Movement) 

while in 1990 af lost supporters—particularly im the 

middie class—who voted for New Democracy, cat 

blank votes, or abstained 

2. The radical changes im the “somal makeup” of the 

KAE give it anew look today, totally different from what 

we have been familar with up to now (as CG). Farakos sand 

mm hes report to the | 3th Congress, official figures ind- 

cate that at the end of 1987 the KKE had 62.212 
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members bui 54.187 at the end of 1990, while 50,348 
members were “validated™ in the precongress confer- 
ences). 

Today the KKE’s support 1s in the middle and upper 
strata of workers. The data on the representatives at the 
13th Congress paint a picture of the party's social 
makeup: 

¢ Average age 40 (20-30, 9.81 percent, 31-40, 57.10 
percent, 41-50, 20.10 percent: 51 and above, 12.99 

percent), 88.21 percent men and 11.78 percent 
women 

¢ The majority of representatives (55.39 percent) had 
joined through the KNE. 

¢ A larger percentage of representatives had a higher 
education than at the previous congress (54 percent 
versus 42 percent). 

The picture 1s similar for KKE supporters and voters: 

¢ The party's voters are primarily middle-aged and 

employed, “educated and specialized, 1c. in a strong 
position in the labor market—white collar workers, 
professionals, mid-level executives, especially in ser- 
vices. 

¢ Its supporters are tied to 1 mostly by “emotions, duty. 
obligation, habit.” In fact they show the lowest degree 
of “identification” with their party (60 percent). The 
corresponding figure for PASOK is no less than 90 
percent. In 1986, KKE supporters’ identification with 
their party measured no less than 95 percent. 

Along with all these “gloomy” messages, there 1s also one 
which could benefit the party, if, as the KOMMOUNIS- 
TIKI EPITHEORISI article notes, 1 can be explored 
properly: 

“Possibly for the first time in its history, the left has the 
bulk of its strength in production, and indeed in the most 
dynamic age groups in terms of production. Possibly the 

most dynamic portion of this country’s 30 to 40-year 
olds belongs politically to the left as a whole and has ties 
with the KKE. It 1s here that New Democracy 1s weakest 

and here that there are the greatest doubts about the 
PASOK leadership.” 

3. Of particular interest is the note about the “danger” 
which PASOK presents to the left and the KKE: 

* The ideological clash with the (then) KKE (Internal) 
“prevented the KKE from joming the battle par 
excellence with PASOK for the working class.” 

* “Today more than ever, the two parties have the same 
program— ‘development based on the market and 

democratic planning.” “social justice and solidarity.” 
“ynternational solidarity,” “peace/socialism.” Thus 
to a large degree, a majority of Coalition supporters 

match up with PASOK in terms of ideology and 
political ideas, and it may be that only reasons of 

history, emotion, and circumstance (scandals, etc.) 
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prevent them from voting for PASOK. Given the new 
electoral law and a sironger dynamics of representa- 
tion of the lower-paid portions of the working class, 
PASOK has a clear goal today in the long-term 
“struggle” with the KKE: the middle class. As in the 
1980's PASOK approached, infiltrated, and captured 
large sections of the generation of the Resistance, in 
the 1990's it is aiming at the generation of the 
Polytechnic. 

‘Social Composition of Coalition Voters (in percent) 

Social Compos- Social Composi- 
von of Coalition tion of the Gen- 

Voters cral Electorate 

Sex 

Men $2 49 
—T 

Women 45 $1 

Age 

18-25 12 14 

%.39 46 32 
—— —EEeeee + ———— 

40-54 _ 21 27 

$5 and above : 21 27 
— — - ---~—~ 4- 

Employed 60 $2 

White collar/bluc collar | 35 26 

Professionals Farmers T 25 24 

Pensioners ] 1s 15 
ss acaeeieaiaael —_t- 

Housewives 1s 25 

UU nemploved/students 10 7 

t ducation 

Elementary 27 Ww 

Secondary 46 a 44 

Higher 27 : 17 

The middle aged and those with a higher education predominate 
among ( coalition (and KKE) voters according to figures for the April 
1990 clections. Furthermore. responses to a survey carned out at that 
tome ("Which of the political partes that make up the Coalition best 
represents your views today”) revealed that 70 percent of Coalition 

voters preferred the KKE. 10.2 percent EaR., 6 percent nonparty per- 
sons, 1.6 percent New Course, and |.2 percent others, with | 1 percent 

not capressing a preference 

Social Composition of the New KKE Central Committee 

(in percent) 
Sex : 

Men re 0 © 
Women + a 10 

Age Oe 
15.44 an 0 

45-54 a 
$4.77 2 ae i) _ 

27.4 | = ee 

Average age 43 
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Social Composition of the New KKE Central Committee 

(in percent) (Continued) 

t ducation OS 

“Higher a 
University | 62> : 

“Postgraduate ry _ 

Secondary a ae 
“High school TT 9 
Vocational school or night high Tw 

i hool 

‘Elementary + 
Occupation oe 
‘Professional party officals = | SR” 
Employed in private/public ary 
sector 

“Cwil servants 13 

White collar y 
Buecolas | | § 
Professsonals Oo ! _ 4 

mend 
a 
Men form an overwhelming majority of the KKE Central Commiticc 
(90 percent). Those aged 35-44 also dominate (70 percent), as do those 
with a higher education (70 percent) These figures pownt straight at 
the “Polytechnic generation.” li os typrcal that 10 of the 13 members 
of the Poltwcal Bureau attended university. Furthermore, for the first 
tume since 1974. not all members of the Central Commutice are profes. 

sonal party officials, since 33 percent are employed im the publi or 
private sector. It 1s also the first tome that bluc collar workers have 

represented such a small fraction of the Central Commuitice—just § 

percent (another 15 percent are party officials, members of Parliament 
and mayors who previously worked as bluc collar workers) 

* Prevailing Climate 
YIESO7TIB Athens TO VIMA TIS KIRTAKIS in Gree 
14 Apr 91 p AZ 

[Nikos Marakis article: “All Against All; “Wild West’ 
Atmosphere in Perissos and on Themistoklcous Street] 

[Text] They say that Kharilaos Florakis was forthright 
with some friends in an almost confessional discussion 
last week: “We've got to choose between splitting the 
party and dissolving it. Let's be clear that the KKI 
{Communist Party of Greece] is not about to dissolve. A 
thousand times better to split ut.” Florakis accused his 
opponents in the party of allowing the KKE to “die, like 

unwatered basil in a pot,” assuring his friends that he 
would not allow them to “achieve their aims.” To 

everyone's surprise, they add, he also expressed harsh 

criticism of Aleka Papariga, saying that “she goes to the 
Political Bureau and iets them make a fool of her. she 
doesn't show her fist, her determination.” 

Florakis gave a vivid demonstration of his low opinion 
of the KKE’s new secretary at the last Central Com- 
mitice plenary. After her final speech, which was sup- 
posed to close the session, Florakis stood up to speak. He 
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attacked the Political Bureau's report, arguing that “it 
adopts a policy of being a ‘tail’ to the PASOK [Panhel- 
lenic Socialist Movement] dog.” and in the end he 
pushed through a different resolution than Papariga had 
proposed. The same line was also taken in the plenary by 

N. Kaloudhis, K. Tsolakes, and M. Mailis—i.c. by all of 
“Kharilaos’s men.” 

The symbols are even more revealing. On the 10th floor 
in Perissos, the assignment of offices remains just as it 

was prior to the congress. Florakis retains his office, as if 
he were sul president of the KKE. Paparga has settled 
for a small room which used to belong to someone in the 

Political Bureau's Technical Secretariat 

The leadership of the “conservative” wing 1s hardly ina 
position to boast of its unity—quite the contrary in fact. 
The KKE’s new secretary owes a debt of gratitude to the 
“old guard” that chose her, but she 1s very quickly 

discovering that she 1s “on a leash.” 

The constant friction has virtually caused Perissos to 
forget about politics. If some little political work does get 
donc, i 18 only so that the KKE can present an opimon 

at Coalition's fof the Left and for Progress’s] Executive 
Committee meetings. At the last plenary, everyone 
without cxception agreed that the Alternative Program 

worked out by the special Coalition committee was 

extraordinarily weak. However, no one was able to come 
up with anything better, and in the end they merely 
expressed certain views and observations for future use. 

The only thing the “conservative” majority on the Polit- 
cal Bureau 1s really concerned about 1s how to break up 

the three largest organizations—Athens, Piracus, and 
Salonica, which account for 60 percent of the KKE’s 

members and are totally under the control of the 

“reformist” wing. They are hard at work drawing up 

plans and lists of candidates for the new committees, but 

it has all remained on paper. Implementation 1s being 

held up by the fear that any meeting of party members 

right now—with the problem at RIZOSPASTIS unre- 
solved—would turn into a “battlefield.” 

The pessimism at Perissos 1s also fed by the financial 
bankruptcy inherited by the new leadership. Kaloudhis 

left Sp. Khalvatzis—the man responsible for finances 
since the congress—an empty ull. For the first time in 

the last decade and a half, headquarters officials did not 

ect their May pay as usual, nor their Easter bonus. In 
order to pay them, the KKE had to take out a loan for 30 

million drachmas from the Coalition, offering as security 

a check postdated to the end of April. Obviously no one 

gave Khalvatzis the KKE’s other revenues. Conse- 

quently Perissos 1s entering a period of poverty that i 

will find it hard to escape from 

Meanwhile, on the other side of town, M. Androulakis 1s 

fecling more or less “humiblated™ by developments. He 
no longer has the “special weight” in the KKE that he 
was used to, in the Coalition he has been excluded from 
the decisionmaking centers, and he suspects that he will 
end up as the only one who 1s an “ordinary member of 
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Parliament.” not even one of the parliamentary 
spokesmen. This personal failure 1s leading Androu- 
lakis—as a senior “reformist” member of the KKE 
noted—to seek a position of political independence from 
the Coalition to enable him to play the role of “privi- 
leged or even sole interlocutor with PASOK.” At the 
same time his behavior hardly suggests support for 

Maria Dhamanaki as president of the Coalition, an 
attitude which his—few—supporters are also adopting. 

The stance of the “Androulakis group” is grounds for all 
sorts of opposition on Themistokleous St., in Perissos, 
and also on Koumoundhourou St. 

Dhamanaki has at least managed to extract some of the 
symbols of the presidency. After repeated hints from 

officials, Florakis “yielded” his office to her. Perissos 
offers assurances that she has been given “freedom to act 
and to initiate.” It adds that her relationship with the 
secretary of the Political Bureau cannot be one of 

“leader/led™: rather it must be one of “mutual political 

deliberation.” The symbolic part will be complete on 19 

April, when she makes her first appearance in Parlia- 

ment as president. However, the “comradely stilettos” 
have been drawn behind her back, since many on 
Themustokleous St. foresee—possibly even hope—that 
she will make a poor showing. 
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The alliances now being forged on Themustokleous St. 
bear lithe relationship with the various allies’ pro- 

claimed ideological and political positions. This fact 
takes on greater significance since the Political Bureau 1s 

gaining substantive responsibilities. F. Kouvelis and 

Papariga have paired off. A. Lendakis 1s negotiating his 
political future with Perissos, N. Konstandopoulos 1s 

wavering, Gr. Yiannaros 1s atlempting to extract for 

himself the post of first parliamentary spokesman 
Under such circumstances it 1s most doubtful that the 

Political Bureau will be able to undertake any significant 
political initiatives 

The climate of decay 1s evident in Perrssos. In the KKE 

Central Committee offices one sees very few officials 

moving about, much less working. The picture 1s worse 
on Themistokleous Street. Ordinary members have 

almost disappeared from KKE organizations and C oalh- 
tion political activities. A large majority of senior offi- 
cials are all too aware of the impasse and of the inability 

to work out Strategies. What 1s more significant, there are 
very few Ieft now who believe that the lef, as it 1s today. 

can provide answers to current problems merely by 

tarting up the reality that has developed over the past 
half century. 
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‘Unacceptable’ Points in Baker Letter Listed 

NC 2006170191 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 

IS Jun YI py 

{[Nulufer Yalein report: “The United Statics Demands 

New Concessions on Cyprus™] 

[Text] Ankara—Ankara has been shocked by the “con- 
fidential™ letter US. Secretary of State James Baker, 
who was reported to have adopted a “favorable 
approach” toward President Turgut Ozal's proposal for a 
quadripariite mecting on Cyprus, sent to Foreign Min- 
ister Kurtcebe Alptemocin. Diplomatic sources have 
confirmed that the letter called on “the Turkish side to 
make several unaceeptable concessions” im a bid to 

further President Bush's desire to establish the basis for 
an agreement on Cyprus before his visit to Turkey. The 
view taken by diplomatic circles can be summed up as 

follows: “The letter 1s not much different from President 
Johnson's letter to Prime Minister Ismet Inonu on the 
Cyprus problem in the 1960's. Instead of agreeing to the 
quadripartite conference, Baker proposed a five-party 
mecting, which would also include the Republic of 
Cyprus.” 

According to the same circles, Nelson Ledsky had told 
government officials during his talks in Ankara that 
Baker was drawing up a letter to Alptemocin, but 
declined to provide any details about its contents. Con- 
sequently, the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
[TRNC] and Ankara were compelled to discuss certain 
proposals, which were designed to exert pressure on 

Turkey to establish a basis for reconciliation in Cyprus, 
with US. Ambassador Abramowitz. 

The following 1s a list of the pornts in Baker's letter to hes 
Turkish counterpart that are considered unacceptable 

1. The United States supports the idea of a quadripartite 
summit on Cyprus. It beheves, however, that 1 would be 
beneficial to include a representative of the “Govern- 
ment of Cyprus,” thereby expanding the mecting to a 
five-party conference. 

This means that Yeoryios Vasiliou would participate im 
the negotiations with the same status as the Turkish and 
Cireck heads of state, but the TRNC and Greek Cypriot 
leaders would only represent their respective communi- 

ties. If Denktas accepted this, 1 would mean he agreed 
that Yeorysos Vasiliou was the only legal head of state in 
(Cyprus. 

The Bush administration cxpects Turkey to soften its 
stand on the matier and adopt a more concihatory 
approach 

2. Baker proposed that the amount of the land to be 
ceded to the Greek Cyprnots be “openly and clearly 
defined in terms of percentage.” Turkish and TRNC 
officials discussed the question of land and matters 
related to the resettlement of Greck Cypriots im the 
North with the UN secretary general and his aides in 
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New York last month. They explained that 1 was impos- 
sible to make calculations on the basis of percentages and 
suggested that the question of land be discussed sepa- 
raicly by the two communities on the basis of the 
standards called for under the 1977 and 1979 agree- 
ments. They also explained that proposals on the land 
question cannot be presented before agreement 1s 
reached on the question of poliuscal equality and the 
principles on which a constitution will be based and 
noted that currently only suggestions about border 
adjustments can be made. 

In his subsequent mecting with Baker, Rauf Denktas 
revterated the Turkish Cypriot side's view on the matter. 

3. James Baker also called for an “announcement of the 
number” of Greek Cypnots who will be allowed to 
resettle in the TRNC after a federal state 1s established in 
Cyprus. In thes way, the Bush administration has become 
the “spokesman” for the Greek Cypriots, who have thus 
far refused to put forward any formula for reconciliation. 
lt has suggested to Ankara that it should adopt a “flexi- 
ble” approach—or, in other words, make concessions— 
on these matters. 

Official circles have noted the many similarities between 
Baker's and Johnson's Ictters from the point of view of 
their approach to political problems. They also said that 
Turkey will convey its response to Washington via the 
U.S. Embassy mm Ankara very soon. They assessed the 
views contained in Baker's letter as follows: 

“The letter indicates that the United States has not yet 
realized that the principle of political equality is of 
crucial importance in the establishment of a federation 
in Cyprus, that thes equality must underlie all the nghts 
and responsibilities of the two communities on the 
island, and that unless this equality 1s accepted, the 
Greek Cypriots will try to force the Turkish Cypriots to 
accept minority status, which would spark new tension 
in Cyprus. Although UN Security Council Resolutson 
649 clearly recognizes the equality of the two communi- 
ties and although this maticr was explained to the United 
States al summit meetings between the two countries, 
President Bush has not yet understood this or prefers to 
ignore it. In fact, while expecting concessions and flexi- 
bility from Turkey, he went so far as to suggest that a 
representative of the Greek Cypriot community sit with 
the presidents of Turkey and Greece. In other words, he 
is prepared to uphold a de facto state of political ine- 
quality right from the start. 

“All this indicates a very regrettable approach and one 
which is very dangerous from the TRNC's perspective. 
The Turkish Cypriots have never lived as a minority 
community under the rule of the Greek Cypriots. Even 
the 1960 agreements are based on the partnership and 
equality of the two communities in Cyprus. Turkey was 
forced to intervene because the Greek Cypriots wanted 
complete domination over the island. The Turkish Gov- 
ernment and the TRNC leaders cannot accept any 
approach which might cast doubt on the political 
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equality of the two communities. If President Bush is 
inadequately informed on this matter, then the realities 
will be explained to him once again when he visits 
Ankara. In any event, the quadripartite conference 
cannot be replaced by a five-party summit.” 

Weekly Claims U.S. Influencing Intellectuals 

NC 1806204091 Istanbul 2000 IKIBIN'E DOGRI 
in Turkish 9 Jun 91 pp 22-23 

[K. Deniz Ogut report: “They Secretly Met in Abani—A 
Mecting Organized by the U.S. To Ensnare Intellectu- 
als] 

{Excerpts} The U.S. Embassy and the Turkish-American 
Society organized a secret seminar in Abant. The subject 
under consideration was “Human Rights Legislative 
Strategies.” The mecting. held 28-29 May also was 
attended by nine from the Turkish side—two of them 
representatives from the state. There also were parlia- 
mentanans among them. Two Americans submitted 
papers to the seminar. [passage omiticd] 

Fuat Atalay, Social Democratic Populist Party [SHP] 
deputy, said: “I cannot provide detailed information 
about the conversations because it was a closed mect- 
ing Assistant Professor Semih Gemalmaz also declined 
to provide information about the conversations for the 
same reason. 

There is no consensus among the participants as to who 
organized the seminar. Gemalmaz feels the US 
Embassy was not one of the organizers. “As far as [1] 
know, it was organized by the Turkish-American Soci- 
ety,” he said. Ozmen, legal adviser to the Foreign Min- 
istry, insists that the seminar was organized by the 

Turkish-American Society 

Some of the other imvitees feel the seminar was orga- 

nized by the embassy. For instance, the parliamentarians 
were directly invited by the embassy staffers. The man at 

the U.S. Embassy engaged in this 1s Ken Durkun. [pas- 
sage omitted] 

The two American speakers at the seminar were Judge 
Mark Wolf and Professor Burt Neuborn. The Turkish 
audience “learned the American form of democracy” 

from these people and admired the enormous impor- 

tance given human rights in America. [passage omiticd] 

A group of seminar participants say the meeting's intent 
was not to provide a forum for the US. to advise Turkey, 

while a more frank group indicates the seminar partic- 
pants discussed possible improvements in Turkey, in 
light of the American system. [passage omitted] 

It now has become a policy with some intelicctuals to 
depict the U.S. as a defender of human rights. One of the 
participants in the Abant seminar, Human Rights Asso- 

ciation President Nevzat Helvaci, used to pitch 

Abramowitz, who 1s a coup plotter, C1A official, and the 

present U.S. ambassador to Ankara 
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During his visit to America. everyone told Helvaci that 
“Abramowitz ts a defender of human nghts.” Helvaci 

used to talk about this. Sometime after that visit 

Abramowitz. but not Palestinian Ambassador Abu 
Firaz. was invited to the Human Rights Association's 
mectings. Lately. when IKIBINCE DOGRU came under 

attack from the state for publishing the truth about 
Cengiz Candar, Nevzat Helvaci came to the defense of 
Candar. a Turkish Intelligence Organization and Pen- 
lagon sympathizer. Heivaci’s cxample shows where an 
intellectual who has sets his course by the US. « ould 

drift to. [passage omitted] 

Besides. what were Eyup Asik. president of the Human 

Rights Commission of the Turkish Grand National 
Assembly. and parliamentarian Fuat Atalay dog at a 

meeting organized by the US... which was kept secret 

and was considered legislative strategy’? Where 1s the 

place for working oul strategy. and where does sover- 

cignty resi? Undoubtedly. the presence of the Foreign 
Ministry's representatives was yet another manifestation 

of “independence.” [passage omiticd] 

No Decision Made To Reopen Baghdad Embassy 

142006104991 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
OSS0 GMT 20 Jun Yl 

| Text] Ankara (A.A)}—No decrsion has yet been taken on 

reopening Turkey's Embassy in Baghdad nor has Tur- 

key’s ambassador to Iraq returned there. the Foreign 

Ministry sand here on Wednesday 

Turkey pulled its representatives out of Baghdad because 
of the crisis and subsequent war caused by Iraq's inva- 

sion of Kuwait last August 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Murat Sungar told a weekly 
press conference that a technical team had gone to 

Baghdad to investigate the state of the embassy building 

and make any necessary repairs and that after that a 

decision would be taken as to whether or not to reopen 

the embassy 

Sungar said that when a decision 1s taken to officially 

reopen the mission an ambassador or a charge d'affaires 

would be sent to the Iraq: capital 

To date 24 countries have reopened ther diplomatic 
missions in Baghdad but none of these are Western 

nations 

Demirel, Talabani on Situation in Northern Iraq 

142006135991 Ankara Turkive Radyolan Network 

in Turkish COOOGMTI 19 Jun 9 

[Text] True Path Party leader Suleyman Demirel 
expressed the hope that the people mn northern Iraq wall 

begin living in security as soon as possible. Demirel held 
a one-hour mecting with Jalal Talabani, an opposition 

leader in northern Iraq 
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Demirel said that Talabani gave guaranices that the 
geographical integrity of Iraq will be preserved and 

informed him that he may reach an agreement with the 

Iragi Administration in the near future. Demirel noted 
that he wants the confusion in northern Irag to end as 

soon as possible. adding that the people living in this 

region must never again be discriminated against or 

oppressed by the Iraq state. 

In a statement before the mecting, Talabani remarked 
that he came to Turkey to explain the situation im 

northern Iraq and asked for help in the establishment of 

a democratic regime in Iraq 

Security Force To Protect hurds Being Considered 

142006182591 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

1438 GMT 20 Jun ¥i1 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Turkey ts evaluating plans to 
continue providing security to Iraqi refugees housed in 

northern Iraq as allied forces leave the region, Foreign 
Ministry sources said on Thursday. 

The ASSOCIATED PRESS on Wednesday quoted coa- 

ition military sources as saying the allies are considering 

a plan to base up to a brigade-sized rapid reaction force 

in southern Turkey to protect the mainly Kurdish refu- 

gees against abuses by Saddam Husayn, a plan which 
needs Ankara’s consent 

Foreign Ministry sources said Ankara was thoroughly 
investigating possible cflorts to avoid a security vacuum 

in northern Irag after the withdrawal of the alliance 
forces 

Soviet Envoy on Cyprus Issue, Possible Proposal 

PAQ0061 7 1S91 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turkish 

IS28 GMT OU Jun Yi 

[Excerpt] Ankara (AA}—I1 has been announced that the 
Soviet Unron may submit a proposal tor the solution of 
the Cyprus problem in the neat few days 

In a statement to an ANATOLIA Agency correspondent, 
Soviet Ambassador to Ankara Albert Chernyshev said 

that this proposal may be in the form of a recommenda- 
tion for the two sides to find a solution 

Chernyshev declared: “This. however, will certainly not 

be another summit proposal.” 

The Soviet ambassador capressed the view that, 
although there have so far been three summit proposals 

on the Cyprus problem. no real progress has been made 

in solving the rssuc 

Chernyshey remarked that the problem can be solved by 

agreement between the two communities and not 
through summits 
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The envoy noted: “Mutual concilation and concession 
is necessary to resolve the Cyprus problem. If the 
Turkish Cypriots retreat one step, so must the Greek 

Cypnots.~ 

In response to a remark that the political equality of the 
Turkish Cypriots ts vital to them, Chernyshev said: “It is 
the outcome that 1s important. The sides must exert 

efforts to reach a conciliation. Naturally, the outcome 
must please both communities.” [passage omitted] 

Bulgarian Delegation Continues Official Visit 

Consular Talks Held 

1.11906172691 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 

ISSSGMT 19 Jun 91 

| Text) Ankara (A.A}—Turkish and Bulgarian Foreign 
Ministry officials on Wednesday ended two-day consular 
talks during which they discussed bilateral relations. 

It was the first consular meeting between the two neigh- 
bors since 1984 when bilateral relations began to suffer 
duc to the then Bulgarian Government's policy of assim- 
lation over the Turkish minority in that country. 

Officials said all wssues related to the two countries were 

discussed in the talks. 

Mutually casing visa conditions for journalists was 
among the topics of the meeting. they said. 

Economic Protocol Signed 

1.12006135091 Ankara Turkive Radvolari Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 20 Jun 91 

{Text} A joint Turkish-Bulganian economic commitice 
protocol was signed in Ankara today. It was signed by 
State Minister Ercument Konukman and Bulgarian Min- 
ister of Transportation Veselin Pavlov. According to the 
protocol, the two countries will cooperate in the fields of 
food processing. the textile and footwear industry, tele- 
communications, clectronics, clectricity, the automotive 

and machine industry, pharmaceuticals, and ship 
building. 

Proposal for Quadripartite Conference Viewed 

VC 2006125091 Istantul MILLIVET in Turkish 

17 Jun 991i p 13 

|Coskun Kirca column: “Strange Developments Con- 
cerning Cyprus Problem” ] 

[Text] Foreign Minister Kurtcebe Alptemocin is 
reported to have given a letier to U.S. Secretary of State 
James Baker proposing a quadripartite conference on the 
(Cyprus problem. The conference would be attended by 

representatives of the Turkish and Greek Cypnot com- 
munities in Cyprus, Turkey, and Greece. 

Greece, however, responded [to] this proposal by calling 
for a conference to be attended by Greece, Turkey, the 
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Republic of Cyprus, Turkish and Greek Cypriots, and 
the five permanent members of the UN Security Coun- 
cil—the United States, the Soviet Union, Britain, France 
and the PRC. Turkey has rejected this proposal. Rauf 
Denktas, president of the Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus [TRNC], supports Turkey's proposal, noting. 
however, that the two communnties directly concerned in 
the dispute can meet with the Turkish and Greek repre- 
sentatives when they complete their negotiations on 
their problems 

These developments are very strange in a number of 
respects. The reason Turkey's proposal was given to 
James Baker and not to UN Secretary Generai Perez de 
Cuellar 1s questionable. A procedure based on a UN 
Security Council resolution currently cxists on the 
Cyprus problem. a procedure which has been upheld by 
the Turkish and Greek Cypriot communities, Turkey. 
and Greece. Within the framework of this procedure, 
Perez de Cucllar has been on a goodwill mission. US. 
efforts to acquire information through normal diplo- 
matic channels on developments related to a problem 
which closely concerns two of its allies, Turkey and 
Greece, 1s normal. It 1s also normal for the United States 
to make suggestions to resolve the problem. Neverthe- 
less, it 1s difficult to understand why a proposal to change 
the existing procedure was addressed to the United 
States and not to the UN secretary general. According to 
the existing process, recognizing privileges to any 
country 1s out of the question. Therefore, a move by 
Turkey to allow any country, the United States in 
particular, to act with privileged status on the matter 
may be taken to mean that Turkey has recognized the 
nght to that country to mediate either with the UN 
secretary general or by itself, that 1s, at a higher level 
Obviously, there 1s no need for this whatsoever. The 
Turkish side does not stand to gain anything by empha- 
sizing the importance the muitiatives Mr. Nelson Ledsky 

makes during his unnecessary shuttle visits 

Understanding the essence of Turkey's proposal 1s also 
difficult. The Turkish side had a very favorable diplo- 
matic position when the proposal was made. UN Secu- 
nity Council Resolution 649 and the approach main- 
tained by the UN secretary general, including his latest 
report, were in accordance with the Turkish side's inter- 
ests. This being the situation, it 1s impossible to under- 
stand what made the Turkish side fee! the need to make 
such a proposal. According to the existing procedure, the 
two communities in Cyprus will reach an agreement on 
how to resolve the island's problem. They will then ask 
the countries they will select as guarantor powers 
(Turkey and Greece) to accept the guarantees they 
agreed on. That is when the need will arise for the 
meeting of the two communities with their guarantor 
powers. Because the two communitics in Cyprus are 
already meeting with their respective motherlands, this 
type of conference will undoubtedly icad to the scttle- 
ment of the Cyprus issuc. 

What can be achieved through a quadrnpartite confer- 
ence when the two communities have not yet agreed on 
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a large number of principics’? Two possibilities should be 

considered at this point. First, the quadriparise confer- 
ence may turn into a dull dialogue between the Turkish 
and Greek sides if they merely repeat thei respective 
communities’ stands. Second, Turkey and Greece may 
reach an agreement between themselves and then direct 
pressure on their respective Communities. This, how- 
ever, will place Turkey, Greece. and the Turkish Cypriot 
and Greek Cypnot communities im a very difficult 
situation regarding international and domestic policics. 
Why has Turkey moved to have such a conference 
convened when the most important problems have not 

yet been resolved’? This enigma requires the genius of 
President Turgut Ozal to be resolved 

By making this proposal to the United States, Turkey has 
created the umpression that 1 has called on that country 

to become more actively mvolved in the Cyprus 
problem. Two proposals have been presented by Turkey 

and Greece. Because Turkey has called on the United 
States to be more actively mvolwed, why should that 

country not move to present another proposal or make 

suggestions on the essence of the problem” Two possi- 
bilities should be considered in connection with the first 
point. First, om return for abandoning of the idea of 
involving the five permanent members of the UN Secu- 
rity Council, Turkey may be asked to agree to the 
participation of the Government of Cyprus, an illegal 

administration which Turkey has refused to recognize to 
datc, in a conference as a separate entity from the Greek 

Cypnot community. Second, Turkey may be informed 
that the participation of the nonexistent Government of 
Cyprus mn a conference has been abandoned in favor of 
the participation of the five permanent members of the 
UN Security Council. Obviously. such a conference 

would create an opportunity for its participants to 
increase their pressure on the Turkish side 

lt 1s crystal clear that the idea of a conference on Cyprus, 
which President Ozal has supported for a long time, 
conflicts with the lofty interests of Turkey and the 
TRNC. What 1s President Ozal's truce objective’ Does he 
wish to safeguard the nghts and micresis of Turkey and 
the Turkish Cypriots in Cyprus” Or docs he wish to 
secure funds from Washington by secking to have the 
Cyprus problem solved in accordance with US. desires” 

Pressdent Oval and the United States must realize that 
no one on the Turkish side 1s able to make unacceptable 

concessions for Turkish interests in Cyprus. If the 
United States, therefore, 1s preparing to pressure on 

Turkey into making such concessions, we wish to ask 
that country if «t cannot find a beticr way to sever its 
relations with the Turkish nation” Unfortunately, the 

policy pursued by the United States docs not give us an 

opportunity to find a reply to thes question. We regret the 
cxstence of such a strange and vague state of affairs on 
our relations 
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NC 1806190891 Istanbul 2000 IKIBIN'E DOGRI 
in Turkish 9 Jun 91 pp 24-25 

{Hikmet Cicek report: “The Leakers of Gunes’ Boycott 
Have Been Banished, the Salaries of the Generals Have 
Exceeded Budgetary Means™] 

[Excerpt] Chief of the General Staff General Dogan 
Gures pointed at the paper he was holding and ordered 

“you must definitely find the source of this report and 
the culprits.” The culprits were found—three reserve 
officers and one regular officer from the chief of staff's 
Information Processing Center. They are waiting to go to 
their new posts im the cast 

The report that angered Gures was the headline in 
MILLIYET on 21 May. The paper had written that the 
chief of staff was displeased with his salary and was 

refusing to receive his salary for the last two months. The 
saga of “salary uncasiness”. about which the public just 

learned in May. goes back a bit to when President Turgut 
(zal called his secretary, Kemal Yamak. to hes office 

showed him a report he was holding. and sand: “Lei us 
show a lot of concern about our frends’ problems.” By 
“trends,” Ozal meant the soldiers. The report he was 

holding was a paper prepared by the Chief of Staff's 

Office in 1991. The paper prepared by the comptrolier 

gencral of the chief of staff explained a downturn in the 
salaries of officers and yumor officers over the years 

The “Salary Improvement Proposal” handed to Ozal 
and Prime Minister Akbulut by Dogan Gures was sub- 
mitted to the Budget and Planning Commission of the 
Turkish Grand National Assembly, but the Gulf war 

crupted and the “improvement” was postponed 
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Finance Minister Adnan Kahvec: capressed the fol- 
lowing worry: “We might solve the problem of the 
gecncrals, but then there are 70,000 pumor officers. What 
shall we do with them?” Thies suggestion by the munisicr 
“to satesfy only the high-ranking officers” was not 
adopted, fearing the reaction from the lower ranks 

Oval favors a solution of the salary issuc without creating 
“a dichotomy between the civilians and soldiers.” A 

retired general said that “just when the problem was 

gong to be resolved in July. some people dug imto the 
issuc and then t appeared om headlines.” The Choeef of 
Staff's Office issued a statement on the same day denying 
that Gures 1s boycotteng hrs salary, but confirmed the 
imbalance in the salaries of soldiers and civilians. Prime 
Minister Akbulut then presented the good news that the 
soldiers’ salaries will be corrected by a decree. The new 

salaries will be announced thes month. Yet another duty 
awaits the commission: The salaries and benefits for the 
police and the siaffers at the presidential palace also will 
be uncreased. The budget for the presidential palace has 
already passed the commussion. It totals 17 billion 
Turkish hiras. [passage omitted] 

* Application Time for Dual Citizenship Shortened 

YIP IO377A 

[Edntornal Report] Istanbul HURRIVET mm Turkesh on 9 
May carries on page 22 a report on a bill that has been 
approved by the Turkish Natronal Assembly. According 
to the bill those who, after completing military duty im 

Turkey, live abroad and become citizens of another 

country may now apply for dual citizenship. If they do so 
within two years after accepting the new citizenship they 

will not be required to serve om the military again. The 

period of application for dual citizenship has been five 

years until now 




